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ABSTRACT 
A novel absorber design for an absorption system was studied in this research project. 
It was taken from concept to working model through the use of experimental models. The 
novel geometry under consideration is constructed out of 0.0625-inch outer diameter, 0.0525-
inch inner diameter tubes arranged in a criss-cross pattern to enhance falling-film absorption. 
Simple adiabatic flow visualization models were constructed to determine the optimal tube 
spacing to be used in the prototype. A prototype absorber was fabricated along with a 
dedicated absorption heat and mass transfer test facility. This test facility simulates the 
desorber and absorber pair so that ammonia vapor and dilute solution can be supplied to the 
absorber. This test loop will be used to determine the heat and mass transfer performance of 
the novel absorber design. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
SP ACE-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
The most commonly used system for residential space conditioning is the vapor 
compression system (Moran and Shapiro 1992, pg 439). It consists of four main 
components: the compressor, condenser, expansion device, and evaporator. Vapor refrigerant 
is compressed and condensed into a liquid by an electric compressor and a condenser, 
respectively. The liquid refrigerant then flows through an expansion valve to an evaporator 
where it absorbs heat from the conditioned space as it changes state from liquid to vapor. 
The vapor then flows to the compressor to repeat the cycle, as shown in Figure 1. 
Coolant 
Condenser 
(2) 
(1} Compressor 
Expansion Valve Work 
(3) 
Evaporator 
(4) 
Heat In 
Figure 1. Vapor Compression System 
The vapor compression system is relatively compact and simple to manufacture, 
resulting in a relatively low initial cost and widespread implementation in residential 
applications. However, two drawbacks of this system are that it typically uses working fluids 
that adversely affect the environment and that electrical energy provides the motive force for 
the compressor. While the low cost of electricity in the United States makes such a system 
economically attractive, a potential rise in electricity production costs would increase the 
operating costs. 
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One alternative to the vapor compression system is the absorption space-conditioning 
system. Absorption space-conditioning systems have been in use for a long time 1.n the 
commercial chiller market. As shown in Figure 2 on the following page, simple single-effect 
absorption systems consist of seven components: the desorber, condenser, evaporator, 
expansion valve, absorber, solution pump, and solution heat exchanger. 
The desorber-absorber pair and pump replace the compressor in a standard vapor 
compression cycle. This allows the absorption cycle to pump a liquid (low-energy input) 
rather than compress a vapor (high-energy input). Unlike the vapor compression cycle that 
uses a single-component working fluid, the absorption cycle uses a refrigerant-absorbant 
working fluid pair. 
Figure 2 presents state points for use in the following discussion. The absorption 
system operates by separating the refrigerant from the absorbent in the desorber using heat 
input. The refrigerant preferentially evaporates out of the absorbant and flows to the 
condenser at state (1 ). The condensed refrigerant at state (2) flows through an expansion 
valve and enters the evaporator at state (3) as a two-phase mixture. Heat of evaporation of 
this refrigerant is used for space conditioning. The vapor refrigerant at state ( 4) flows to the 
absorber where it mixes with the dilute solution (8), releasing the heat of absorption. The 
refrigerant-rich solution (strong solution) at state (5) is pumped to the desorber to repeat the 
process. Between the desorber and absorber, the dilute solution (7) and strong solution (5) 
flow through a heat exchanger for recuperative heat exchange. It should be noted that 
coupling of the heat rejected in the condenser and the absorber to the conditioned space 
enables the operation of this system in the heat-pumping mode. Thus, absorption systems 
can use thermal energy input to provide both heating and cooling to an environment. 
The most common working fluid combinations used in an absorption system are 
lithium bromide-water and ammonia-water. In contrast with the ozone depleting vapor 
compression refrigerants, both of these refrigerant-absorbant pairs are environmentally 
benign. In the case of the lithium bromide-water solution, the water is the refrigerant and the 
lithium bromide is the absorbant. The lithium bromide-water fluid pair is therefore limited to 
evaporator operating temperatures greater than 32°F. In the case of the ammonia-water 
solution, the ammonia is the refrigerant and the water is the absorbant, and this fluid pair can 
be used over a wide range of operating conditions. However, unlike the lithium bromide-
water system, where pure refrigerant (water vapor) is generated in the desorber, in an 
ammonia-water system, the refrigerant vapor contains a mixture of ammonia and water due 
to the volatile nature of the absorbant. This water fraction is typically reduced in a rectifier 
before the vapor is condensed. The ammonia-water solution has desirable thermodynamic 
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and transport properties and the solution does not have the salt crystallization problem 
encountered in lithium bromide-water systems. The drawbacks to an ammonia-water system 
are that it is corrosive to certain metals and can be toxic to humans in very small quantities 
(ASHRAE 1993,pg. l.17). 
Coolant 
Heat In 
(1) 
Desorber 
Condenser 
(2) (7) 
(3) (8) 
Absorber 
Evaporator 1-----------, 
(4) 
Heat In \ 
Coolant 
Figure 2. Single-Effect Absorption System 
ABSORPTION APPLICATIONS 
Absorption systems are typically used for commercial applications where large 
amounts of cooling (> 106 Btu/hr) must take place. These large industrial chillers may use 
many recuperative heat exchangers and multiple effects to improve the coefficients of 
performance (COP) of these cycles. The system shown in Figure 2 is a single-effect 
absorption system. A typical single-effect absorption system yields an ideal COP of about 
0.7 and can utilize heat sources in the 194-248°F range. When a high temperature source is 
available to run the desorber, as in an industrial application, it is beneficial to use a double-
effect absorption system where the COP can be as high as 1.2 (ASHRAE 1993, pg. 1.17). 
The double-effect absorption system uses two complete absorption loops operating at 
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different temperature levels, with the high temperature loop providing heat to the low 
temperature desorber through the high temperature cond1;;mser, • thus generating additional 
refrigerant through recuperative heat exchange. However, these capital-intensive systems are 
only justified for high capacity applications. 
The residential market for absorption systems is relatively untapped. The absorption 
systems described above are too large and complex, making them prohibitively expensive for 
residential use. Improvements in component designs are necessary for the implementation of 
absorption heat pumps as compact residential systems. While it is expected that the initial 
cost of absorption systems in general will be higher than that of vapor compression systems, 
their lower cost of operation makes them economically attractive over time. This is 
particularly true in areas where natural gas is much cheaper than electricity. The use of 
absorption systems also has secondary benefits. It provides a market for natural gas in the 
summer months and also decreases peak electricity demand, thus postponing the need for 
construction of expensive power plants. In addition, unlike vapor compression systems, 
absorption systems use environmentally benign fluids that do not cause ozone depletion or 
global warming. When compared to the commercial market, the residential market is quite 
large, thus the cost of producing residential absorption space conditioning systems would 
eventually decrease through high volume production. 
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SCOPE OF PRESENT WORK 
This project investigates a novel absorber concept in an attempt to reduce the size and 
capital cost of absorption systems, which could make them viable for residential use. A 
novel absorber design that could result in significantly smaller components than the state of 
the art is proposed. A survey of current absorber designs is conducted to establish a baseline 
of comparison for the proposed concept. Flow visualization tests are conducted to select key 
geometric parameters for the concept. Subsequently, a working model of the absorber is 
designed and constructed based on the geometry determined from the flow visualization 
experiments. A heat and mass transfer test facility is also designed and fabricated. This 
absorber model and test facility will allow for absorption heat and mass transfer coefficients 
to be computed from the measured data to document the performance of this novel concept. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
ABSORPTION SYSTEM OPERATION 
As mentioned above, the absorption space-conditioning system consists of seven 
different components. The absorber is often the "bottleneck" in an absorption heat pump due 
to the relatively low approach temperature differences and heat and mass transfer resistances. 
A hot solution consisting mostly of water needs to absorb a vapor comprised mostly of 
ammonia. This process includes mass and heat transfer because ammonia in the vapor phase 
is absorbed into the liquid phase and the heat of absorption is rejected into the coolant. To 
better understand the need for an improved absorber design, it is beneficial to review the 
basics of absorption and the absorber designs that are currently being used. 
The purpose of an absorber in an ammonia-water absorption system is to combine the dilute 
solution and the refrigerant vapor into a concentrated solution (Figure 3). The ammonia 
concentration in the vapor at the inlet to the absorber is about 99% NH3, the dilute solution is 
about 17% NH3, and the concentrated solution is about 50% NH3. 
Dilute Solution 
Refrigerant Vapor ----;;._____,_, ___ .,..- Concentrated Solution 
Figure 3. Absorber Function 
The evaporator pressure determines the saturation temperature of the vapor. This 
evaporator exit temperature should be lower than the desired temperature of the room that is 
being conditioned. Furthermore, a chilled water loop is often used between the conditioned 
space and the refrigerant. This implies that to maintain the desired room temperature, the 
chilled water must exit the evaporator at about 45°F. Thus, the refrigerant temperature in the 
evaporator must be below this value, which establishes its saturation pressure at 7 4 psia at 
about 40°F, assuming a concentration of 0.991 % NH3• This evaporator pressure also 
establishes the operating pressure of the absorber. The pressure in the absorber must be 
slightly lower than that of the evaporator so that the refrigerant vapor can flow into the 
absorber. This absorber operating pressure sets an upper limit for the solution operating 
temperatures. 
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Refrigerant vapor and dilute solution enter the absorber to be combined and generate 
a concentrated ammonia-water solution. Absorption occurs with release of the heat of 
absorption. This heat of absorption must be rejected for absorption to continue. A coolant 
flowing through the absorber is used as a heat sink to transfer the heat of absorption to the 
ambient. The dilute solution, after passing through a solution heat exchanger, enters the 
absorber at approximately l 73°F, assuming a pressure of 74 psi and a concentration of 16.9% 
NH3• This high temperature of the dilute solution provides a large enough temperature 
difference to allow the coolant solution to function as an effective heat sink. As heat is 
removed from this solution, additional absorption occurs and the solution temperature drops. 
The outside ambient temperature thus determines the lowest temperature of the concentrated 
solution, because the outside air must be able to receive the heat load from the coolant. Thus, 
the coolant must be at a temperature higher than the ambient temperature. The concentrated 
solution exiting the absorber must, in turn, be hotter than this coolant temperature. Typical 
absorption systems are designed for cooling-mode operation at an ambient temperature of 
95°F, which determines the absorber operating conditions, as shown schematically in Figure 
4. 
Cone Solutio 
Out T = 122°F 
P = 74 psi 
X = 0.442 
Tei 
T = 117'F 
Figure 4. Absorber Operating Conditions 
Dilute Solution In 
T = 173'F 
P = 74 psi 
X= 0.169 
Teo 
T = 135'F 
The concentrated solution exits the absorber and flows to the solution pump. Thus, a 
low operating pressure is desirable for the evaporator, but lower operating pressures also 
reduce the temperature difference between the solution in the absorber and the coolant, which 
in turn requires larger absorber sizes. 
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In addition to meeting the operating condition requirements described above, the 
absorber should be designed to meet the following criteria. 
1. Low pressure drop for the solution to decrease pumping power requirements. 
2. Low solution pressure drop to minimize the reduction in saturation temperature. 
3. High solution film heat transfer coefficient. 
4. High coolant heat transfer coefficient. 
5. Adequate wetting of surfaces. 
6. Even flow distribution. 
7. Counter-current flow between vapor and solution. 
8. Counter-current flow between solution and coolant. 
Few absorber designs satisfy all of the above-mentioned criteria while resulting in a 
compact component size. Some designs that are currently used but do not meet all of these 
criteria are described below to help understand the improvements provided by the novel 
concept considered here. 
STATE OF THE ART 
In a Forced Convection Tube-in-Tube Absorber shown in Figure 5, refrigerant vapor 
and dilute solution enter the inner tube together at one end and exit the tube as a concentrated 
solution at the other end. The coolant flows in counter current mode through the annulus. 
There are two main drawbacks to this design. One is that the refrigerant vapor and dilute 
solution are not in counter flow with one another as they are in a falling-film absorber. The 
r I II :T~~:~-=es-=-
onute Solution 
Figure 5. Forced Convection Tube-In-Tube Absorber 
1 
Coolant In 
Con Sol 
-- Out 
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other drawback is that the pressure drop through the tube is very high due to the fact that the 
solution is in convective two-phase flow. The large pressure drop is detrimental to the 
overall performance of the absorber because of its adverse impact on the solution saturation 
temperature. 
Solution Film 
Shell Wall 
Vapor Shell Wall 
Coolant Coolant 
Tube Wall 
Side View Cut-Away 
Top View 
Figure 6. Vertical Falling-Film Absorber - Outside Tube 
Another example of a conventional absorber design is the Vertical Falling-Film 
Absorber (Figures 6 & 7). The solution could flow in falling-film. mode either on the inside 
or the outside of the vertical tubes. An array of tubes is orientated vertically in a large tank. 
In one orientation (Figure 6) the dilute solution is dripped down the outside of the small tubes 
while the coolant flows upward through the tubes. The vapor enters at the bottom. of the 
absorber and flows up in the spaces between the small tubes. This design results in a low 
pressure drop for the solution and the refrigerant vapor, which is desirable. The falling-film. 
heat transfer in this design results in high solution-side heat transfer coefficients due to the 
thin film. layer, and the solution and vapor are in counter flow to each other. However, in this 
design, it is hard to uniformly distribute and wet the entire surface of the tubes. In addition, 
the film. can leave the tube surface and not come in contact with a cooling surface again. 
This bypassing of the absorption surface has a strong adverse impact on the absorption rates. 
Furthermore, the coolant flows through many tubes in parallel, resulting in very low heat 
transfer coefficients that govern the absorber size in spite of the high solution-side falling-
film heat transfer coefficients. 
In an alternative vertical falling-film absorber orientation (Figure 7), the dilute 
solution flows down the inner surface of the tubes due to gravity, while the refrigerant vapor 
flows upward inside these tubes due to buoyancy. Coolant flows outside these tubes in the 
shell formed by the outer tank. However, in this configuration, the upward vapor velocity 
can cause flooding, where the dilute solution stops flowing down due to significant 
entrainment and flow reversal caused by the high upward vapor momentum. Thus, this 
design is applicable only for low solution mass-flow rates. In addition, coolant side heat 
transfer coefficients are typically very low. 
Shell Wall Solution Film 
Shell Wall 
Tube Wall Top View 
Side View Cut-Away 
Figure 7. Vertical Falling-Film Absorber - Inside Tube 
One of the best and most commonly used conventional absorber designs is the Coiled 
Tube Falling-Film Absorber, which is shown in Figure 8. It consists of two cylinders, one 
placed inside the other, to form a small gap between the two cylinder walls. Placed inside 
the small gap is a coiled tube that carries the coolant. A drip tray is placed at the top of the 
tank to help the distribution of the dilute solution. The vapor flows in from the bottom into 
the small gap and the coolant flows in the coiled tube from bottom to top. This design meets 
many of the criteria listed above. However, uneven solution distribution and wetting of the 
tube surface are potential problems. In addition, the coolant-side heat transfer coefficient is 
quite low, once again governing the absorber size. 
Dilute Solution In 
Solution 
Film 
-~~-
Vapor_ln __ 
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Drip Tray 
Figure 8. Coiled Tube Falling-Film Absorber 
Large Tank 
Coiled Tube 
Cone Solution Out 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Research on heat and mass transfer is summarized. below to help understand the need 
for and the complexity of this research project. 
Kang and Christensen (1994) developed a model for a vertical fluted tube Generator-
Absorber-Heat Exchange (GAX) absorber. A GAX absorber utilizes direct heat exchange 
between the absorber and generator since the high temperature in the absorber overlaps the 
low temperature in the desorber. This extra heat exchange allows the system to operate like a 
two-stage cycle with a higher COP. The system was modeled with an ammonia/water 
solution pair as the working fluid. The absorption was modeled to occur in counter-current 
flow in a vertical fluted tube with the cooling fluid in confined cross-flow. It was assumed 
that there was full wetting of the tube by the film, the concentrations of liquid and vapor were 
the equilibrium concentrations at the interface temperature, the heat and mass transfer 
resistances were within the effective film thickness, and that there was no flooding in the 
tube. The results of the model showed that as the temperature difference between the 
interface and bulk vapor becomes larger, the concentration difference also becomes larger. 
This results in higher absorption rates and thus smaller heat exchanger sizes. The model also 
showed that the heat transfer coefficient outside the tube, the coolant side, has a dominant 
effect on overall heat exchanger size. They also concluded that the temperature difference 
between the interface and the vapor is an important factor in designing the absorber. Also to 
get a compact heat exchanger, the vapor velocity should be maximized to increase the 
absorption rate. 
In an absorption system that uses a lithium bromide/water solution as the working 
fluid pair, it is possible to change the system performance by introducing alcohol additives. 
These additives, in the right concentrations, can enhance the absorption rate of water into the 
lithium bromide. Jung, et al. (1994) performed falling-film absorption experiments that used 
four different alcohol additives and one with no additives as a baseline case. The alcohol 
additives that were studied are 1-heptanol, 1-octanol, 3-octanol, and 2-ethyl-1-hexanol. The 
reasons for studying these additives are: 2-ethyl-1-hexanol is the most commonly used 
additive and its performance enhancement has been well documented, 1-heptanol has been 
found to out perform 2-ethyl-1-hexanol in pool experiments, 1-octanol should enhance the 
mass transfer rate, and 3-octanol should not. Previous work has centered on stagnant pool 
experiments that do not correctly model the flow behavior taking place in a falling-film 
absorber. A simple flat copper plate was placed inside a large glass cylinder with a 
collection pool at the bottom and a water dipping apparatus at the top. Distilled water was 
boiled in an adjoining graduated cylinder with simple agitation because the closed system 
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was run at a vacuum and water vapor migrates to the glass cylinder containing the flat copper 
plate to be absorbed. The solution in the collection tray was circulated up to the top of the 
plate and dripped down the plate surface .. Time was monitored as the mass transfer took 
place and a correlation between water absorbed from the boiling cylinder and time was 
developed. The four additives were then compared against each other to determine which 
one enhanced the rate of mass transfer. It was found that 1-heptanol was the best of the four 
additives tested. 2-ethyl-1-hexanol provided a good mass transfer enhancement and 1-
octanol enhanced mass transfer somewhat. 3-octanol had a negative effect on mass transfer 
as expected. 
Ryan (1994) investigated spray absorbers for lithium bromide-water systems where 
the dilute solution is sprayed as a fine mist into a chamber that contains the vapor refrigerant. 
The strong solution mixes with the incoming dilute solution and is sub-cooled. The sub-
cooled solution is then sprayed through the refrigerant vapor to allow for absorption to take 
place. This process is repeated continuously with a portion of the strong solution being 
removed from the bottom of the chamber and sent to the desorber. This system allows for 
the heat and mass transfer components of absorption to be separated thus reducing the 
absorber surface area needed. 
Miller and Perez-Blanco (1994) performed-falling film absorption studies for vertical 
and horizontal tube arrangements; the main goal of the experiments was the study of tube 
surface enhancement. They used a single tube placed inside a Pyrex glass tube so that flow 
visualization could take place during absorption. The test sections could vary in length up to 
1.5 meters. As in all of the experiments that deal with falling film absorption, there was great 
care put forth to minimize the amount of non-condensable vapors that enter the test loop, and 
if they did they were well accounted for in the heat transfer performance calculations. Many 
different tube surfaces were compared to a smooth tube baseline. There were four different 
tube surfaces studied in this project. The Pin-Fin tube had small thin fins that project 
outward perpendicular to the tube surface. The twisted tube was a drawn pipe that exited the 
die in a star pattern and was then twisted before it cooled. The fluted tube was smooth on the 
inside and had spiraling ridges on the outer surface of the tube. The grooved tube had a large 
wall thickness that was turned down to create many ridges around the tube with some 
nominal spacing between the ridges. For these experiments LiBr/water was used as the 
working fluid. The pin-fin was the best surface tested and was up to 225% better at 
absorption than the smooth tube. The twisted tube performed poorly because it caused the 
falling film to leave the surface of the tube. The fluted tube worked better than the twisted 
tube since it had shorter ridges, resulting in a film layer that stayed in contact with the tube 
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surface. The grooved tube induced vortex shedding in the liquid film layer as it went down 
the tube surface and it had the second highest heat and mass transfer performance next to the 
pin-fin tube. The data reported in the paper were for a brine concentration of 64-wt % LiBr 
and a counter current cooling water flow rate of 6.309x10-5 m3/sec at 46°C. The pressure 
inside the test section was 10-mm Hg translating to an evaporating temperature of 12.8°C. 
Beutler, et al. (1996a) investigated absorption heat and mass transfer rates in different 
solutions of hydroxide mixtures. Hydroxide mixtures consisting of one part NaOH and one 
part KOH were used as the absorbant for water. These absorbants were selected over LiBr as 
the absorbant so that a higher temperature lift between the evaporator and absorber can be 
attained. The temperature lift available for a LiBr system is about 30K in a single stage 
cycle. These experiments were performed in a simple mock-up of an absorption system that 
used only one main component. The main component or vessel contained a liquid pool at the 
bottom that submerged a heating coil that produced the water vapor and a single column of 
horizontal coolant tubes at the top for falling-film absorption. Much attention was paid to the 
control of the coolant water temperatures and the influences of non-condensable gases since 
these both greatly affect how the heat transfer coefficients are calculated. Many mixture 
ratios were investigated, with a 1: 1 ratio being the best when all of the variables including 
cost are considered. The hydroxide concentration weight percent in the water solution was 
62.9%. The flow rate of the solution was varied from 0.55 to 1.0 1/m at a temperature of 
57°C to 64°C. The temperature of the solution pool at the bottom of the tank was kept at 
70.3°C. The cooling water flowing at 3.3 1/m had an inlet temperature of 51.1 °C and had an 
outlet temperature that varied from 56°C to 58°C. A temperature lift of 50K between the 
evaporator and absorber was found along with a heat transfer coefficient of 500W/m2K. 
Beutler, et al. (1996b) also investigated the effect of horizontal and vertical cooling 
tube arrangements and enhanced tube surfaces on absorption. The experiments were 
conducted on a LiBr/water solution because it is a well documented and commercially used 
solution. The smooth stainless steel tubes were sandblasted to help the film wet the tube 
surface. It was found that shorter vertical tubes had higher performance than long vertical 
tubes because more effective absorption takes place at the film entrance region where the 
film is the thinnest. This entrance region behavior is utilized by the horizontal tube 
configuration, because the film redistributes itself and starts over at each new row of tubing. 
A knurled surface increased the overall performance by about 50% at the low solution flow 
rates due mainly to the enhancement of tube wetting. However, if the increase in surface 
area due to the knurling is accounted for, then there was a loss in performance. The way that 
the solution is dripped onto the horizontal tubes also has an effect on the performance of the 
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tubes. In the horizontal tube configuration the solution droplets (low flow rates) or columns 
(high flow rates) tend to flow straight down, resulting in the total available tube surface not 
being utilized for heat transfer. This could be accounted for by providing more solution drip 
locations above the horizontal tubes. 
Hoffmann and Ziegler (1996) investigated the effect of the concentration of the 
ammonia/water solution on the heat and mass transfer process in an absorber. A fully 
instrumented vessel was built containing two heat exchangers and one rectifier to perform the 
experiments. The first heat exchanger was a bank of offset horizontal tubes that was 
submerged in a concentrated solution pool. That heat exchanger had a hot solution flowing 
through it to cause pool boiling that released the ammonia vapor. The vapor rose up to the 
rectifier where excess water was stripped from the ammonia vapor before it was sent to the 
second heat exchanger. The second heat exchanger was also a bank of offset horizontal tubes 
that acted as the absorber. As coolant flowed through the horizontal tubes, the rectified 
ammonia vapor was sent up around the tubes and a portion of the liquid pool solution was 
dripped onto the top of the heat exchanger. The vessel contained many view ports to allow 
the visual observation of the pool boiling, rectifying, and the absorption processes. The 
temperature of the cooling water inside the horizontal tubes was monitored along with the 
film and vapor temperatures outside the cooling tubes for every row, which allowed a very 
thorough analysis of the heat and mass transfer process. 
The above survey shows that while there has been some research on falling-film 
absorption over horizontal tubes, the tubes in those studies were much larger than the ones to 
be used in the present study. This concept is described in the following section. 
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CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
The design under consideration here uses very small tubes as the passages for the 
coolant. The following equation indicates that as the internal diameter of a tube decreases, 
the heat transfer coefficient of the tube-side fluid increases. 
h =-M_u_·A_ 
D 
(1) 
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, Nu is the Nusselt Number, A is the conductivity of the 
fluid, and D is the diameter of the tube. The trade off for the reduction in tube diameter is an 
increase in the pressure drop for the coolant in the tube. This high pressure drop can be 
reduced by flowing the coolant though several such tubes in parallel. 
Along with the use of a milli-channel tube, a novel orientation of the tubes is also 
used. As shown in Figure 9 and 10, alternating rows of these tubes are mounted transversely 
perpendicular to each other. The proposed design has several other benefits. Falling film 
heat transfer occurs with the coolant in counter flow with the falling dilute solution, and the 
dilute solution in counter flow with the rising vapor. The orientation of the tube rows also 
promotes an even distribution of the dilute solution. The solution falls in droplet mode 
between the tube rows, allowing for adiabatic absorption of the vapor into the solution. In 
addition, the solution concentration within the droplet is redistributed when it falls on the 
next tube thus enhancing absorption of the vapor even further. 
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FLOW VISUALIZATION EXPERIMENTS 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
Flow Visualization Overview 
Flow visualization studies were performed on representative models of the proposed 
concept to understand and confirm the expected flow mechanisms. As stated above, past 
absorption research has not focused on such small diameter tubes. Specifically, solution flow 
modes and distribution within and across tube rows, were investigated as a function of 
solution and vapor flow rates and geometry. 
Testing Requirements 
The main design parameters selected for these experiments were the horizontal and 
vertical center spacing of the coolant tubes. A very small center spacing for the tubes in the 
horizontal and vertical direction creates a compact design which is desired, however, the 
tight spacing can cause undesired flow patterns in the tube array. Bridging of the solution 
between adjacent tubes, as shown later in Figure 17, is one example that causes an increase in 
heat and mass transfer resistance. Also the excessive vapor velocities caused by compact 
tube spacing can cause flow reversal and flooding inside the absorber. Conversely, very 
large tube spacing decreases the surface area per unit volume, and also decreases vapor 
velocities and heat transfer coefficients for the falling film. This results in a large absorber 
size. 
The solution and vapor flow rates that were used in the flow visualization 
experiments were based on absorption system and component modeling. The absorption 
system and component modeling program was written using Engineering Equation Solver 
(BES). A listing of the equations used in this program can be found in Appendix 2 The 
programs inputs were set for a 36,000-Btu/hr system cooling load during a 95°F day. This is 
a common cooling load for a residential setting and the 95°F day is a representative rating 
condition. Once the required performance of the absorber that would provide this cooling 
load was determined, an additional BES program was written to model just the absorber 
running at those conditions. A listing of these equations is shown in Appendix 3. The 
absorber model took into account the size and arrangement of the small tubes in the novel 
absorber. The BES program calculated the necessary number of tubes, the tube lengths, 
cooling water pressure drop, vapor mass flow rate, and dilute solution mass flow rate at the 
design conditions. The primary relations between the dilute solution, vapor, and 
concentrated solution are show below. 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where, mdil is the mass flow rate of the dilute solution, mvap is the mass flow rate of the 
ammonia vapor, mconc is the mass flow rate of the concentrated solution, x is the percent 
concentration of ammonia in the fluid, and h is the enthalpy of the fluid. The Qremoved is the 
heat removed from the fluid streams in the absorber. 
The information that was provided by the BES program helped design the set of 
models to simulate the tube array inside the absorber. Based on the calculated mass flow 
rates, the nominal volumetric flow rates found for the dilute solution and vapor were 0.3466 
GPM and 328.4 SCFH, respectively. These nominal flow rates were scaled depending on 
tube spacing and resulting flow surface area in the model for each experiment. The 
volumetric flow rates were varied through a range of data points from 25% to 150% of the 
nominal flow rate. 
The flow visualization studies were performed using a mixture of water and alcohol. 
The alcohol was used in place of the ammonia in the flow visualization experiments because 
ammonia at standard atmospheric pressure and temperature would have been a vapor. For a 
visualization test section to use ammonia/water solutions, a fixture must be constructed that 
would hold 90 psi of pressure while also providing adequate visualization ports. By using 
denatured alcohol in place of the ammonia, the experiments could be run under normal 
atmospheric conditions. Denatured alcohol has been used by other researchers (Garrabrant 
and Stout, 1999) to model ammonia/water absorption. systems. Varying alcohol 
concentrations simulate the increase in ammonia concentration during absorption. The 
density of denatured alcohol is 49.3 lbm/ft3 at 68°F, the density of liquid ammonia is 43.5 
lbm/ft3 at 113 °F, and the density of water is 61.3 lbm/ft3 at 20°C. In both mixtures the water 
absorbs the other fluid; thus the value of the mixture density is between the density of water 
and the density of the second fluid. Alcohol/water solution tests were conducted at 
concentrations of 15%, 35%, and 55% alcohol. Table 1 shows the density for both 
ammonia/water and alcohol/water solutions at 75°F. The ammonia/water solution properties 
are evaluated at 100 psi (BES) and the alcohol/water solution properties are evaluated at 
standard atmospheric pressure (Flick, 1998). 
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Table 1. Ammonia/Water and Alcohol/Water Properties. 
Density of Dynamic Density of Dynamic 
Ammonia/ Viscosity of Alcohol/ Viscosity 
Water Ammonia/Water Water Alcohol/Water 
(lbm/ft3) (lbm/ft-hr) (lbm/ft3) (lbm/ft-hr) 
58. 76 0.6773 61.24 4.112 
54.85 1.451 59.36 6.773 
50.51 1.064 57.62 7.499 
Test Sections 
The test sections were designed to provide information about local solution behavior 
between tubes as well as the behavior of the solution throughout the tube array. Preliminary 
test section designs focused on visualization feasibility and determining what inf01mation 
could be gathered from the video. The preliminary test sections were constructed out of 
rectangular brass channels that supported 1/16th -inch rods. The brass channels had l/l 6th -
inch holes drilled in them at a pre-defined center-to-center pitch. Many preliminary test 
sections were built to provide a basis for the selection of the center spacing used in the larger 
visualization test sections. Rods were used instead of tubing because this was a flow 
visualization study where no heat transfer would be taking place. The preliminary test 
sections had 5 rows that contained 5 tubes per row. With the use of a simple flow-metering 
device, it was possible to control the alcohol/water solution so that the previously calculated 
nominal flow rates could be studied through the array of only 25 tubes. Along with 
determining the center spacing range to be studied in the larger models, these small models 
allowed for the development of camera placement and lighting techniques. 
Seven large absorber test sections were fabricated to simulate the absorber tube array. 
They were built with the same plan view dimensions as the actual absorber but with fewer 
tube rows. The flow visualization was concentrating on flow between individual tubes and it 
was not deemed necessary to have the entire height of the absorber modeled. Equivalent 
nominal flow rates were calculated for each model since the horizontal tube density varies 
with tube spacing. The Test Sections for flow visualization were fabricated using acrylic 
sheets and 1/16-inch diameter steel rods. As mentioned earlier these models did not have 
coolant flowing in the 1/16-inch diameter rods because heat transfer is not necessary for flow 
visualization of the solution and vapor. The rods used in the model were first heat-treated for 
two hours at 800°F to produce some oxidation on their surface. This oxidation helps the 
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solution to wet the surface of the tubes and helps reduce the amount of unwanted rust that 
occurs. This is a common practice in the current production of carbon steel absorbers. The 
clear acrylic sheets had 1/16-inch holes drilled into them by a Computer Numerically 
Controlled (CNC) milling machine with different horizontal and vertical spacing for each 
model. A close up of the top and a side view of one of the models is shown in Figure 11. 
The clear acrylic sheets allowed for a camera to be placed at the side of the test 
section so that the flow could be videotaped as it dripped down the rows of tubes using a 
Canon High-8 video camera. Forced air flow in the counter flow direction simulated the 
refrigerant vapor flow in an actual system. 
Seven test sections were constructed with different horizontal and vertical tube 
spacing. Test section #1 was never fully tested because it was constructed incorrectly, but 
test section #1 was used to determine the optimum testing procedure and conditions for the 
other six test sections. Test section #6 was tested and video taped but it was noticed that the 
Figure 11. Photos of Flow Visualization Test Sections 
construction of this test section was not within desired tolerances; so the information 
gathered from it is not comparable to the other test sections. Test section #7 had a fixed 
vertical center spacing and a horizontal center spacing that increased in size every two rows 
from 1/8-inch at the top two rows to 1/4-inch at the bottom two rows, which enabled the 
study of flow pattern variation with horizontal pitch. The critical dimensions and flow rates 
of the flow visualization test sections are given in Table 2. 
Test Loop 
Once the test sections were fabricated, a visualization test loop was constructed to 
accommodate the different test sections and a wide range of fluid flow rates. A centrifugal 
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pump, Graylor model number LGP-115, was used to circulate the alcohol-water solution at 
flow rates ranging from 0.030-0.333 GPM depending on the number of tubes used in the 
horizontal plane. A Gast regenerative blower was used to circulate the vapor around the loop 
at flow rates ranging from 25-350 CFH, once again depending on the number of tubes used 
in the horizontal plane. These flow rates correspond to the range of design flow rates for the 
ammonia-water absorber. 
Table 2. Flow Visualization Test Section Dimensions and Flow Rates 
Test Section# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Horizontal Tube Spacing (in) 1/6 1/8 1/4 1/8 3/16 3/16 16/128-29/128 
Vertical Tube Spacing (in) 1/4 3/16 1/4 5/32 3/16 5/32 3/16 
Vertical Tube Spacing on Sheet (in) 1/2 3/8 1/2 5/16 3/8 5/16 3/8 
Tube Diameter (in) 0.055 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 
# Tubes per Row 20 33 17 33 23 23 34-19 
Tube Row width (in) 3.2217 4.0625 4.0625 4.0625 4.1875 4.1875 Variable 
Cross-sectional Area Per Row (in2) 10.379 16.504 16.504 16.504 17.535 17.535 16.504 
Tube Surface Area Per Row (in2) 3.544 8.379 4.316 8.379 6.020 6.020 8.379 
The test sections were placed inside a large acrylic tube to facilitate a closed system 
while in operation. The large acrylic tube had ports that allowed for solution and vapor inlets 
and outlets. The solution flowed into a perforated plastic drip tray. A plastic collection tray 
supported the test section. A picture of the flow visualization test loop is shown in Figure 12. 
The system was operated as a closed loop so that the alcohol that evaporates into the 
circulating air is not lost to the ambient. The flow rates of vapor and solution were measured 
and controlled with rotameters. Wide-angle shots were used to view the falling film as a 
whole to see how it distributed throughout the tube array. Close-up shots focused on five 
rows so that droplet behavior, bridging, and webbing of the liquid film could be studied. 
This video shot was taken through a known square area. The known area provided a 
reference perimeter so that droplet size, shape, frequency, and density could be quantified 
over the range of geometries and test conditions. Eighteen data points were taken for each 
Test Section, corresponding to different solution and vapor flow rates as well as three 
different alcohol/water concentrations. The videos from the different test sections were 
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Figure 12. Visualization Test Loop 
compared to determine the optimal horizontal and vertical spacing to promote unifom1 
distribution without significant film bridging and column formation. 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Video Analysis Procedure 
The Cannon High-8 video camera recorded three different views for each data point 
for 30 seconds each. The first two views encompassed a total of 5 rows of tubes: 3 rows 
going into the screen and 2 rows going across the screen. The first view had lighting placed 
so that the portions of the tubes facing the camera were lit as in Figure 13. This allowed for 
observations of the thin film that coated the tubing. The second recorded view was from the 
same location but with only back lighting on the tubes as in Figure 14. This back lighting 
caused the bridging and column formation to be easily seen. 
Figure 1 3. Front Lit Video Frame Figure 14. Back Lit Video Frame 
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To quantify what was being observed in the video for each Test Section, a simple 
process of counting the number of columns and bridges in the viewing area was 
implemented. The number of columns and bridges that occurred were then plotted against 
the corresponding solution Reynolds Number. These trends provide an understanding of the 
effect of geometry on flow mechanisms. 
The Reynolds number for each data point was calculated using EES (Appendix 4) 
from the flow rate and property values for denatured alcohol obtained from the Industrial 
Solvents Handbook (1998). The Reynolds Number was based on the following equation: 
[' 
Re=4- (5) 
µ 
Where, f' = M (6) 
Ltube 
and M is the total mass flow rate of the solution into the tube array in the horizontal plane, 
Ltube is the total length of tubing per row, andµ is the solution viscosity. 
General Observations 
In addition to counting the number of bridges and columns in the video some 
additional observations were made. These observations were regarding the size, shape, and 
behavior of the solution flow droplets. Throughout the tests of varying flow rates, solution 
concentrations, and geometry, it was seen that droplet sizes larger than the tube diameter 
Figure 15. Typical Video Frame 
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were formed at the bottom of the tubes. Individual droplets waiting to fall off the tube often 
grew to diameters larger than the tube itself. Thus, a droplet extended from the bottom of 
one tube to the top of another. Once the drop reached the tube below, it released from the 
upper tube and flowed around the lower tube. In some cases, a large droplet encompassed 
two or three rows of tubes as it fell through the tube array. This is illustrated well in the 
center of Figure 15. Figure 15 also shows some individual column formation and horizontal 
bridging between tubes. Figures 16 and 17 have columns and bridges noted. 
Column ' 
I Formation I 
Figure 16. Column Formation 
Bridging 
Figure 17. Bridge Formation 
Between the tubes, the flow patterns that occurred most often were columns and 
bridges, depending on the tube center spacing. The large droplets of solution were stretched 
out so that they were only one tube wide but up to ten tubes long thus forming columns of 
solution. As the solution flow rate was increased the frequency and length of these columns 
increases. The other solution pattern that occurred was a bridge. Bridges formed between 
tubes in horizontal rows. The bridges formed randomly and stayed in place until impacted 
from above by a column of solution. These bridges formed so that some columns of solution 
grew to two tubes wide. Figure 18 is a simplified drawing of the different types of flow 
patterns that occurred in the test sections. 
Because of the limited view of the camera it was only possible to see five tube rows 
at any given time, and the flow of solution columns in view was sporadic. As the solution 
flow rate increased, the frequency of the solution columns in view increased. A wide-angle 
view of the entire Test Section showed that the solution, which was dripped from 100 
pinholes in a drip tray, distributed itself evenly all over the tube array. At the top of the Test 
Section there were more columns than at the bottom, which implied that individual columns 
combined together as the solution flowed down. 
Even at elevated vapor flow rates there was no visible sign of solution flow pattern 
change due to high vapor velocities, and no sign of possible flooding of the tube array. This 
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demonstrates that the tube array had adequate free space for the vapor to flow upward 
without affecting the solution flow pattern. 
As the solution droplets formed on the underside of the tube, they migrated back and 
forth along the length of the tube. This was a desired behavior since it allowed the tube to 
become fully wetted. As the droplets moved, the solution film surface was constantly 
redistributing itself, thus enhancing heat and mass transfer. It was also noticed that the 
motion of the droplet was not in just one direction but in both directions equally. Of course 
having the tube rows level permits this. If the rows were not level then the solution would 
flow to the low side of the absorber Test Section. 
Desired Welling 
0 
Column 
Flooding 
0 
00 
Figure 18. Typical Flow Patterns Around Tubes 
Effect of Alcohol Concentration 
It was found that alcohol concentration significantly affected the flow patterns. At 
low alcohol concentrations, the area between the columns remains rather dry. This causes 
numerous bridge formations and thick columns. The addition of alcohol into water lowers 
the surface tension of the solution. This change in solution surface tension led to three 
effects. The most noticeable change is an increase in tube surface wetting which is 
accompanied by the necking of the solution columns between tubes and a reduction in bridge 
thiclmess. The decrease in surface tension also leads to the appearance of a thin film 
covering the previously bare area on the tubes. With the solution wetting more tube surface, 
there is less solution to collect in-between the tubes as bridges. The increased wetting also 
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reduces the amount of solution held up in the columns. The necking of the columns and 
increased wetting of the tube due to the increase in alcohol concentration will enhance heat 
and mass transfer by thinning out the solution film on the cooling surface. 
Figure 19 shows the increase in the number of columns with alcohol concentration for 
a given Reynolds number. In addition, the columns are thinner at higher alcohol 
concentrations. Figure 20 indicates that the number of bridges remains relatively constant as 
alcohol concentration changes, although the thickness of the bridges decreases at higher 
alcohol concentrations. 
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Effect of Solution Flow Rate 
12 14 
The variation in solution flow rate has two main effects on the flow patterns. The 
increase in solution flow rate increases the number of columns in the tube array as shown in 
Figure 21, as expected. Since the tube surface area remains constant, the solution must form 
more columns for the additional mass to flow through. Figure 22 indicates that there is no 
discernible relationship between solution flow rate and bridge formation. However, 
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Test Section #2 H = 1/8 V = 3/16 
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Figure 20. Effect of Alcohol on Bridges 
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subjective observation of the video showed that the duration of time that a bridge remains in 
one location is greatly reduced as the solution flow rate is increased. If a bridge forms 
between two tubes, it will remain in one location until a column of solution comes close 
enough to cause it to fall. Since column density increases with increasing solution flow rate, 
the time a bridge remains stagnant is decreased. This behavior will also enhance heat and 
mass transfer in the absorber. 
Effect of Horizontal Tube Spacing 
When the horizontal tube center spacing is increased, the number of bridges and 
columns that form are reduced and the length of time that they are sustained decrea,ses. This 
is seen through a comparison of test sections #2 and #5, Figure 23. In addition, as 
mentioned above, a special test section was built with the tube center spacing increasing from 
top to bottom in very small increments. There were 14 pairs of alternating tube rows with a 
top row center spacing of 16/128 inch and a bottom row center spacing of 29/128 inch. As 
the solution falls through this test section, the point at which bridge formation ceases is easily 
identified. The video for test section #7 shows that bridge formation stops somewhere 
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between row 20 and row 22 regardless of solution flow rate and concentration, which 
corresponds to a horizontal tube center spacing of 0.156 - 0.172 inches. This information 
allows the determination of the desired horizontal tube spacing to be used in the prototype 
absorber. The prototype absorber was designed with a horizontal tube center spacing of 
0.1875 inches, which is a standard size that ensures minimal solution bridging. 
Effect of Vertical Tube Spacing 
It appears that the reduction in vertical tube spacing between test sections #2 and #4 
causes the number of bridges to decrease, as shown in Figure 24. The columns also tend to 
decrease in frequency and become thinner with increased vertical spacing. This occurs 
because the droplet that forms on the bottom half of a tube comes in contact with the next 
row of tubing more readily in test section #4 with the smaller vertical spacing. The number 
of bridges is decreased because the solution is pulled down to the next row, perhaps by 
surface tension. This would suggest that an optimal vertical tube spacing would be very 
small, but this is not the case. The reason that it is not desirable to have a small vertical 
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Bridges vs. Reynolds Number 
For All Test Sections @ 15% Alcohol 
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center spacing is that it will cause the solution flow pattern to always remain in column form 
as it makes its way through the tube array. However, it is assumed that the desirable flow 
pattern is that of droplet formation between rows. This allows the fluid to redistribute itself 
as it impacts the next row of tubes, presenting a new surface to the vapor so that more 
absorption occurs. The more the redistribution of the fluid film and its surface, the more the 
heat and mass transfer that will take place. 
Flow Visualization Summary 
The results of the flow visualization study provided a basis for the selection of the 
appropriate tube center spacing, both in the vertical and horizontal directions. The goal was 
to minimize the bridge and column formation inside the tube array. This is required so that 
resistances to heat and mass transfer are kept to a minimum. Also the spacing had to provide 
adequate flow area for the vapor so that flooding would not occur. All these criteria had to 
be addressed along with keeping the overall size of the absorber to a minimum. The 
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selection of a vertical and horizontal tube center spacing of 3116th inch provided a design that 
adequately addressed all the major criteria. 
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HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER TEST FACILITY 
TEST SECTION DESIGN 
Once a desired horizontal and vertical spacing pair was selected through the use of 
the flow visualization studies, a prototype stainless steel absorber was fabricated by Ames 
Laboratory and Delevan. The prototype absorber needed to address many design 
requirements so that the heat and mass transfer rates could be measured. An absorber has 
three inputs, dilute solution, vapor, and coolant, and two outputs, concentrated solution and 
coolant. The temperature, pressure, and flow rate at each of these points is necessary so that 
the absorber performance can be calculated. It is also beneficial to know the internal 
absorber temperatures of the coolant and solution so that the variation of heat and mass 
transfer rates and concentration along the absorber can be determined. When designing the 
prototype absorber, all of these criteria were considered and addressed in the final design. 
The internals of the prototype absorber were designed to meet these requirements. 
This prototype was designed to address the heat and mass transfer requirements of a standard 
3-ton absorption system. The width and length of the tube array was limited to an envelope 
of six inches square, with the expectation that the small dimensions would help future 
commercialization efforts by minimizing the pressure vessel thiclmess. 
The array was designed for a cooling surface area of 16.2 ft2, with a nominal 
coolant-side pressure drop through the entire tube array of 15.7 psi. A total of 2160 
individual 5.5-inch long, 1/16-inch diameter stainless steel tubes provide the cooling surface 
for the absorber. These tubes are arranged in 80 alternating rows with 27 tubes per row. The 
tubes are connected by headers so that coolant will flow in parallel through 16 rows at one 
time, minimizing the tube-side pressure drop through the small diameter tubes. The coolant 
flow is from the bottom to the top of the tube array to keep the coolant and solution in global 
counter-flow. The inlet and outlet tubes for the coolant are ½-inch stainless steel tubes. 
These large coolant lines are necessary so that the pressure drop of the coolant line is within 
the capacity of the coolant pump. 
A photograph of the prototype absorber (with enclosure off) is shown in Figure 25. A 
drip tray (Figure 26), with 0.0292-inch precision drilled holes is provided above the tube 
array so that the droplets fall at the locations where the tube rows cross inside the array, thus 
maximizing tube wetting.· This hole size maintains an overall drip rate of 125 lbm/hr with a 
half inch head of dilute solution in the tray. The temperature of the drip tray is monitored by 
a 1/8-inch Type-T thermocouple probe that enters the tray through a Swagelock fitting into 
dilute solution in the center of the tray. Dilute solution temperature and pressure are also 
measured upstream of the absorber with an RTD and pressure transducer, respectively. 
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The ammonia rich vapor also flows in through a ½-inch diameter curved tube that is 
located at the bottom of the test section in the concentrated solution collection tray. Just 
upstream of the absorber, the vapor temperature and pressure are monitored. The vapor inlet 
tube is shaped like a candy cane so that falling liquid does not enter the vapor line to impede 
its flow. This also allows the vapor to disperse more evenly into the entire tube array. 
Figure 25. Absorber without Enclosure Figure 26. Drip Tray 
The temperature of the collection tray is monitored by a center-mounted 
thermocouple similar to that in the drip tray. The collection tray is the same square 
dimension as the tube array. A square flange above the collection tray supports the absorber 
tube array and headers. A rubber gasket is bolted between the collection tray and the tube 
array. This seal prevents any ammonia/water solution from leaking to the outside of the 
collection tray. This flanged union between the tube array and the collection tray allows for 
the tube array to be removed and replaced with other tube array designs. The concentrated 
solution that collects in the collection tray flows out through a half-inch tube. The 
temperature and pressure of this solution are measured immediately downstream of this 
location. 
In line Tee's were provided for dilute solution inlet, the ammonia vapor inlet, and the 
concentrated solution outlet pressure and temperature measurements. RTD's with 1/16-inch 
diameter probes are used for the temperature of all of the ammonia/water lines. Compression 
fittings are used to hold the probes in place inside the Tee's at all of the inlets and outlets. 
The pressure ports are simple half-inch NPT fittings to which the pressure transducers are 
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attached. The coolant inlet and outlet temperatures are monitored with 1/8-inch diameter 
RTD probes, held in place with compression fittings. A differential pressure transducer is 
used to measure the coolant pressure drop across the absorber tube array. 
As shown in Figure 27, the coolant headers were designed so that the progression of 
coolant temperature could be monitored. Each header chamber has one compression fitting 
to hold a 1/16-inch thermocouple probe in place, thus providing the coolant-side heat duty 
for each pass. 
Figure 2 7. Coolant Header Baffles 
The absorber tube array is placed inside an outer shell with a domed head and a 
flanged bottom, as shown in Figure 28. A second flange mates to this upper flange to form 
the enclosure, as shown in Figure 29. The two flanges are held together with bolts and an O-
ring. Numerous ports are provided in this lower stainless steel flange for fluid inlets/outlets, 
and measurement lines. Thus, the ports are used for pressure and temperature measurement, 
titration, and connection of fluid flow lines. This system allows for the outer shell to be 
easily removed for test section examination or tube array replacement. 
Ports were built into the bottom flange so that RTD and thermocouple leads could 
pass into the absorber array. These leads are encased in an annealed 1/16-inch stainless steel 
sheath and pass through Conax connections, which are compression fittings with many 
passages in one fitting. The two Conax connections used here have ten 1/16-in holes that 
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allow for the thermocouple probe leads to pass through. As the Conax fitting is tightened, a 
Teflon gasket compresses around the leads. This Teflon gasket is compressed between two 
stainless-steel flanges that have a matching ten-hole pattern. The Conax connection is rated 
to over 1500 psi, well within the design specifications for this application. An overview 
schematic that depicts these features of the prototype absorber is provided in Figure 30. 
Figure 28. Absorber Enclosure with Flange 
Figure 29. Bottom of Bottom Flange 
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Figure 30. Prototype Absorber Test Section Assembly 
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TEST LOOP 
A schematic of the test loop is provided in Figure 31. The heat input into the 
desorber ( 6) to run the experiments comes from a direct steam line from the building. The 
steam heats the concentrated solution, partially condenses, and then exits (7) to the 
condensate return line for the building. The steam heat forces the ammonia to preferentially 
evaporate from the water in the desorber. The desorber has one outlet that sends a two-phase 
mixture to the separator (1 ). The separator has an inlet for the two-phase mixture, and two 
outlets, one that supplies the vapor to the absorber vapor inlet (2), and one that supplies the 
dilute solution to the absorber drip tray (3) . Both the vapor and dilute solution lines have 
sight glasses to ensure that the fluid flow is single phase. The absorber that contains the novel 
cooling tube geometry combines the dilute solution and refrigerant vapor into the 
concentrated solution ( 4) that flows to the solution pump. Just upstream of the solution pump 
is a small Exergy shell-and-tube heat exchanger that is cooled by a city water line. This heat 
exchanger sub-cools the concentrated solution line before it enters the pump. This prevents 
any cavitation from occurring at the pump inlet. The pump circulates the concentrated 
solution back to the desorber (5) to repeat the process. The absorber is cooled by a closed 
water loop at a pre-conditioned inlet temperature (8). The heat absorbed by this closed loop 
is removed by coupling it to a city water supply through a plate heat exchanger. 
(7) (6) 
Separator (9) •o· (1.1) 
(2) 
(1) \ /VV, 
Desorber Absorber 
Sight Glass 
Cooler 
Figure 31. Test Loop Flow Diagram 
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The test loop described above was constructed to enable testing of components for a 
residential absorption system with an approximately 3 ton cooling capacity. The tubing size 
was selected to be ½-inch for all of the ammonia/water liquid and vapor lines. The half-inch 
tube size is required so that the vapor velocity inside the tube is kept to a minimum. Also 
having the half-inch tube size provides ample flow area for the dilute solution that is flowing 
due to gravity. The portions of the loop that would be in contact with the ammonia/water 
solution were made from resistant materials such as stainless steel and Teflon. 
As stated above, the absorption heat and mass transfer test loop primarily consists of 
an absorber, desorber, solution pump and vapor-solution separator. A condenser and 
evaporator are not included in the loop. This is done to avoid problems with coupling high 
and low saturation pressures to the heat source and sink. This will allow for the precise 
control of the desired test conditions for the prototype absorber. Thus, the entire test loop 
will be operated at the same nominal operating pressure between 80 and 100 psi. A 
photograph of the test loop is shown in Figure 32 and a detailed schematic in Figure 33. 
The desorber used for the test loop is an Exergy stainless steel coiled tube-in-tube 
heat exchanger that is 232 inch in total length and is heated by a building steam line. The 
ammonia-water solution flows on the tube side and steam flows on the annulus side of this 
heat exchanger. The steam flow rate and pressure are controlled by a pneumatic Fisher 
control system. This system can deliver steam at any pressure up to 100 psi. The solution 
pump is a variable speed Micro Pump gear pump that can deliver up to 10 lbm/hr of flow. 
This pump can handle a differential pressure across the pump of 250 psi and an operating 
pressure of 500 psi. In this application, it is required to provide 3 lbm/hr of concentrated 
solution flow rate with a differential pressure less than 20 psi. 
The separator was constructed in-house by using a 2250-ml stainless steel sample 
cylinder and a ½-inch stainless steel tube. The two-phase solution from the desorber flows 
into the bottom of the sample cylinder through a ½-inch tube connected to the cylinder using 
a bore through fitting. This bore through fitting allows the ½-inch tube to extend up to the 
midpoint of the cylinder. The liquid separates from the vapor by gravity. The falling liquid 
collects at the bottom of the cylinder and exits through a 1-inch Tee. The vapor continues 
upward from the ½-inch tube and exits the cylinder through a ½-inch line. The absorber 
( described earlier) is connected to the rest of the loop through the use of Swagelock 
compression fittings. 
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Figure 32. Photograph of Test Loop 
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Figure 33. Detailed Schematic of Absorption Test Loop 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION 
An IOTech TempScan 1100 data acquisition system is used to monitor temperatures, 
pressures, and flow rates through the use ofRTD's, thermocouples, pressure transducers, and 
flow meters. It is a 16-bit modular system that allows for up to 996 independent channels to 
be simultaneously monitored with the use of expansion chassis. The system used on the 
absorption test loop consisted of the main control box and one expansion chassis. The main 
control box has a single slot for one DI A card while the expansion chassis has two slots. 
Each DIA slot can accept one DIA card that is configured for one of the following: RTD's, 
Thermocouples, or voltage inputs. The absorption test loop data acquisition system has a 
total of three available slots with each slot containing one of the available DI A card types. 
Omega platinum RTD's are used to monitor the ammonia/water solution and vapor 
temperatures at relevant state points around the test loop. They were selected based on their 
relatively small error over a wide temperature, as noted in Table 3. The RTD's monitor the 
ammonia/water temperature at the inlet and outlet of all of the heat and mass transfer 
components in the test loop such as the absorber and desorber. These temperatures are used 
not only as a means of monitoring the system during operation but also as program inputs to 
calculate the heat and mass transfer taking place in the various components in the test 
facility. 
Omega thermocouples are used to monitor the input and output temperatures of the 
heat source to the desorber and the heat sink to the absorber. Thermocouples are also used to 
monitor the internal temperature profile of the absorber by monitoring the drip tray and 
collection tray temperatures, and the coolant temperature change between each pass in the 
absorber. 
Rosemount 2088 absolute pressure transducers are placed at specific locations around 
the test loop to monitor the system pressure and pressure drops between components. One 
differential pressure transducer, Rosemount model 3051, was used to measure the coolant-
side pressure drop in the absorber array. Table 2 lists the relative errors of all of the test 
equipment used. These transducers have internal compensation for temperature changes. 
The transducers are calibrated from the factory and have LCD displays that display the 
pressure readings. This allows for simple DIA calibration between the computer and the 
meter. With the use of sight glasses to determine the phase of the ammonia/water solution, 
the pressure and temperature information allows for the calculation of the remaining 
properties of the ammonia/water solution at that point. 
A Rosemount 8711 magnetic volumetric flow meter is used to measure the flow rate 
of the coolant that flows through the absorber. Knowing the coolant flow rate along with the 
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coolant inlet and outlet temperature readings allows for the calculation of the amount of heat 
transfer that is taking place inside the absorber. 
Two Micro Motion CMF025 Elite coriolis mass flow meters are used to measure the 
ammonia/water solution mass-flow rates for both the concentrated and dilute solution 
streams. These flow meters measure the actual mass flow rate of the solution from the 
frequency response of the flow tube. The frequency at which the tube vibrates depends on 
the mass flow rate. This information is used to set the desired conditions, and also to 
determine the absorption rate from the difference between concentrated and dilute solution 
flow rates. 
Table 3. Instrumentation Accuracy Specifications 
Instrument Accuracy Specifications 
Omega Platinum RTD ±0.54°F at 32°F and ±1.44°F at 212°F 
Omega T-Type Thermocouples 
Rosemount 2088 & 3051 Pressure 
Transducers 
On site calibration 
±0.20% ±(0.3% of URL+ 0.3% of span) from -
40°F to 185°F 
Rosemount 8712 Magnetic Flow Meter ±0.5% ofrate from 3 to 30 ft/sec 
Micro Motion CMF025 Elite ±0.10% ±[(0.001/flow rate)*100]% of rate 
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
When working with a fluid such as ammonia, that can be very harmful to humans and 
very corrosive to certain materials, it is necessary to address safety considerations whenever 
possible. The portions of the test loop that were in direct contact with ammonia were 
constructed exclusively out of stainless steel and non-reactive materials such as Teflon. 
Once the loop was constructed, it was leak checked by introducing a mixture of Nitrogen and 
R-134a into the loop. The operating pressure of the ammonia/water system is between 80 
and 100-psi. The R-134a was pressurized to 150 psi with nitrogen because the room 
temperature vapor pressure of R-134a is only 30 psi. A refrigerant detector was used to 
check all of the fittings, gaskets, and welds. Once the loop was found to be leak free, it was 
placed under a large fume hood and clear plastic curtain to trap and remove any ammonia gas 
that might escape during operation. After a successful leak check, the system is connected to 
a vacuum pump that can bring the system pressure down to 150 microns. This eliminates 
any non-condensable gases that might be present in the loop. 
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The charging procedures used for an ammonia/water system are simple but care must 
be taken to do the charging slowly. The required volume of fluid needed to fill the loop is 
calculated from the volumes of the various components and the associated plumbing. The 
overall volume of the test loop, the amount, and concentration of the fluid in the different 
components during normal operation is calculated. First the required amount of distilled 
water is introduced into the loop at the lowest point. This is done so that the water remains in 
the low region of the test loop. Next the required amount of ammonia is introduced into the 
test loop at that same location so that the ammonia will be absorbed into the water as it enters 
the loop. Care must be taken to do this slowly so that the heat build up due to the heat of 
absorption is kept to a minimum. To help reduce the heat build up in the loop during the 
charging procedure the coolant is under circulation along with all the city water lines turned 
on. The ammonia charging should also be performed slowly so that freezing of the ambient 
moisture due to the vapor expansion is kept to a minimum. To ensure that the charging 
procedures are performed accurately and safely, a set of instructions was made that go 
through the procedures step-by-step. They are shown in Appendix 1. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The specific experimental procedure that will be used will depend on the behavior of 
the absorption test loop in the Advanced Thermal Systems Laboratory. It will however be set 
up so that absorber performance can be studied at many different flow rates of refrigerant 
vapor and dilute solution. The temperatures, pressures, and flow rates of all of the fluid 
streams will be recorded during a test which will model an absorption system operating in a 
residential location. This raw data will be placed into an BES program that will calculate the 
heat and mass transfer rates in the novel absorber. 
During the start-up phase, coolant water to the plate heat exchanger and the sub-
cooler would be turned on and set to a prescribed flow rate. The closed coolant loop pump 
would then be turned on to circulate the coolant until it reached steady state temperatures. At 
that point the steam line would be opened and allowed to reach steady state at a prescribed 
pressure. This steam flow would desorb the ammonia in the desorber and force the two-
phase mixture into the separator and absorber. The solution gear pump on the concentrated 
solution outlet is then turned on at a low flow rate. This flow rate is then slowly increased to 
the desired concentrated solution flow rate to perform the experiments. This flow rate 
depends on the height of the liquid in the separator and absorber sight glasses. 
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
The main function of the test loop and test section fabricated in this project is to allow 
the determination of the heat transfer performance of the absorber. An uncertainty analysis 
was conducted to estimate the accuracy with which absorber UA can be determined from the 
test results. This analysis is described here. 
The overall heat transfer conductance of the absorber is calculated from the average 
amount of heat transferred between the coolant and the ammonia/water solutions. This 
average heat transfer, when divided by the log mean temperature difference between the 
absorber coolant and ammonia/water solution, will provide the means for calculating the 
overall heat transfer coefficient of the absorber, as follows: 
UA =Qave 
ave swf LMTD (7) 
where, Asurf is the total tube surface area in the absorber available for heat transfer. In the 
above equation, 
Q = Qcoolant + QA I W 
ave 2 (8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
The uncertainties in these equations for the absorber performance are calculated by 
determining the uncertainties in each of the independent variables. The uncertainties for 
mass flow rate, temperature, pressure, specific heat calculation, and enthalpy calculation 
come directly from the instrumentation specifications noted earlier. The input values used in 
this calculation were based on the design conditions and geometric details of the prototype 
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developed in this project. The input values and their uncertainties, based on instrument 
specifications, are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4. Uncertainty Analysis Program Inputs 
Variable Symbol Input Value Instrument Uncertainty 
M dot dil 150 lbm/hr ±0.14 % 
m dot cone 225 lbm/hr ±0.127 % 
T dil 217.3 °P ±1.46 °P 
T vap 125.3 °P ±1.005 °P 
T cone 120.0 °P ±0.98 °P 
P dil 80 lbm/in2 ±0.215 % 
P vap 80 lbm/in2 ±0.215 % 
P cone 80 lbm/in2 ±0.215 % 
V cool 8gpm ±0.5% 
T ci 100.0 °P ±0.88 °P 
T co 115.8 °P ±0.96 °F 
P cool 60 lbm/in2 ±0.22 % 
The uncertainty in the UA is evaluated using the following equations. 
2 ( BUA J2 ( BUA ) 2 u = --u + ---u 
UA BQave Q,,ve BLMTD LMTD (14) 
where, 
BUA 1 
= 
BQave LMTD 
(15) 
BUA Qave =-
BLMTD LMTD 2 
(16) 
The uncertainty in LMTD is based on the measurement uncertainties in each of the relevant 
temperatures. Therefore: 
2 (BLMTD J2 (BLMTD J2 (BLMTD . J2 (BLMTD J2 ULMTD = ---UT + ---UT + ---UT + ---UT (17) 
BThi 8T ho 8T ci 8T co 
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where, 
8LMTD 1 li7'i - !iT2 1 
8T11i = ln(liI'i / !iTi} - [ln(!iI'i / !iT2 )]2 !iT2 
(18) 
8LMTD 1 li7'i - !iT2 /i7'i ---=---,--~+-------
8Tho ln(!i7'i / liT2) [ln(!i7'i / liT2 )]2 (!iT2 )2 
(19) 
8LMTD 1 !'i7'i - !iT2 !'i7'i 
8Tci = ln(!i7'i / liT2) - [ln(!i7'i / !iT2 )]2 (!iTi}2 
(20) 
8LMTD 1 li7'i - !iT2 1 ---=---,--~+------"------"'-
aTCO ln(!iI'i / liT2) [1n(!i7'i / !iT2 )]2 !iT2 
(21) 
The resulting value and uncertainty in LMTD is 50.02±1.337°F. The average heat duty in 
the absorber is calculated from coolant side heat duty and ammonia/water heat duty. The 
uncertainties in these values influence the uncertainty in average heat duty as shown in the 
following equations: 
( J2 ( J2 u2 - 8Qave u + 8Qave u Qave - 8Q Qcoa!tmt fJQ QAIW 
coolant AIW 
(22) 
1 = 
8Qcoo/ant 
(23) 
(24) 
The heat duty for the ammonia/water solution, QNw, is evaluated from the enthalpies and 
mass flow rates of each fluid stream. The uncertainty in enthalpy is due to the uncertainties 
in the measured values of pressure and temperature. These uncertainties are calculated 
internally by the EES program that performs the uncertainty analysis, using the following 
functional relationships for the enthalpies: 
(25) 
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[ J2 ( J2 
2 . . 8hvap 8hvap , u = -.-u + --U' 
hvap ai TVtlp 8P PVitp 
vap vap 
(26) 
( J2 ( J2 oh oh U 2 - _____fQ!!£_ U + ____f!!!1f_ U hco11c - ar TC(JIIC OP PCOJ/C 
cone cone 
(27) 
The resulting values and uncertainties for these enthalpies are 130.6±2.377 Btu/lbm, 
601.1±0.7729 Btu/lbm, and -8.551±1.132 Btu/Ihm, respectively. The mass flow rate of the 
vapor is determined from the difference in the two known solution flow rates. 
Therefore: 
where: 
8mvap --=1 
0111conc 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
The calculated value and uncertainty for mvap is 75±0.3546 Ihm/hr. The uncertainty in heat 
duty for the ammonia/water solution is evaluated as shown below. 
( ]2 [ J2 ( ]2 u2 = 8QA1w u. + 8QA1w u. + 8QA1w u. + 
QA/W am . mdi/ am mwtp am mconc 
di! vap cone 
( ]2 [ J2 ( ]2 aQA1w u + aQAIW u + 0QA1w u Oh . hdu Oh hvap Oh h,w,c 
di/ vap cone 
(32) 
where: 
BQAIW - h 
a. - di/ 
mdil 
(33) 
BQAIW = h 
a. vap 
mvap 
(34) 
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aQAIW = -h 
am cone 
cone 
(35) 
(36) 
aQAIW · ---=m ah vap 
vap 
(37) 
aQAIW =-m 
ah cane 
cone 
(38) 
The calculated value and uncertainty for QA1w is 66,597±479.8 Btu/hr. The coolant heat duty 
is evaluated using the recorded values for coolant temperature and mass flow rate, as follows: 
U2 -(aQcoolant U J2 +(aQcoo/ant U J2 +(aQcoolant U J2 (39) 
Qwoltmt - am mcoolant OT. Tei OT Teo coolant c1 co 
aQcoolant = e (T _ T . ) (40) a • p CO Cl 
mcoolant 
aQcoolant = me ( 41) 
area p 
aQcoo/ant = -me ( 42) 
aTc; P 
The resulting value of Qcoolant and its uncertainty is 63,467±5184 Btu/hr. Based on the values 
and uncertainties for QA!w and Qcoolant the value and uncertainty of Qave, from equation 22, is 
65,032±2603 Btu/hr. 
By evaluating all of the above equations, the uncertainty in the overall heat transfer 
coefficient, U, can be determined. An EES program was written to compute the uncertainty 
propagation from the test loop instruments to the calculated value of the over all heat transfer 
coefficient for the absorber. First the value and uncertainty of UAave is evaluated to be 
1300±55.32 Btu/hr-°F. Dividing by the total surface area available for heat transfer the 
resulting value of U is 77.3 Btu/hr-ft2-°F with a calculated uncertainty of ±3.289 Btu/hr-ft2-
0F. This absolute uncertainty is equivalent to a 4.25 % uncertainty in the calculated value. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This research project investigated the implementation of a novel absorber geometry 
design into a working prototype. The flow visualization work at the beginning of the project 
provided the necessary understanding of the fluid flow phenomena in the proposed geometry. 
The visualization work ultimately provided a basis for selecting the optimum tube spacing in 
the array geometry so that a working prototype could be constructed. This spacing was 
determined to be a tube center spacing of 3/16-inch in both the vertical and horizontal planes. 
With the completion of the working prototype, a test loop was constructed to perform 
heat and mass transfer tests on the absorber. This test loop was designed and constructed to 
provide all of the necessary information about the fluids flowing in the absorber. The test 
loop design also allowed for improvements to be made to the absorber as more understanding 
of the operation was gathered. The design of the test loop and prototype also facilitate the 
testing of other prototype designs in the same facility in the future. 
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APPENDIX! 
TEST LOOP OPERATION PROCEDURES 
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PROCEDURE 1: FILLING THE DISTILLED WATER TANK 
Disconnect Schrader valve (Fig#, Inset 2) from coolant loop at gray fitting. 
Place the inlet (clear tubing) of the pump into a large beaker of distilled water. 
Prime the pump inlet and outlet lines. 
Connect the Schrader valve to the distilled water tank liquid (red) port using 
refrigerant hose line. 
Connect the Schrader valve to the primed centrifugal pump outlet line using 
the swagelock fitting. 
Turn on the pump allowing the distilled water tank to fill until water comes out 
of the vapor (blue) port of the tank (The beaker of distilled water will have to 
be refilled periodically). 
Turn off the pump. 
Close both stem valves on the distilled water tank. 
Disconnect the Schrader valve from the gear pump at the swagelock fitting. 
Put the Schrader valve back on the coolant loop. 
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PROCEDURE 2: COOLANT SIDE CHARGING 
Completely fill the distilled water tank per Procedure 1. 
Close the ½" ball valve that is in parallel with the sight glass. 
Close the ½" ball valve that is on the absorber coolant inlet line. 
Disconnect the ½" absorber coolant inlet line at the swagelock fitting below 
this ball valve. 
Note: Absorber Test Facility should be positioned so that the drain below the 
break in the line catches excess water. 
Distilled Water Tank Preparation 
Connect the distilled water tank vapor (blue) port to the red stem of the 
vacuum gages using refrigerant hose line. 
Connect the N2 tank to the center stem of the vacuum gages (Inset 5) 
using refrigerant hose line. 
Prime refrigerant line coming from the liquid (red) port with water to purge 
the line of any air. 
Connect the distilled water tank liquid (red) port to the coolant side 
Schrader valve using refrigerant hose line. 
Open the charging inlet ball valve. 
Open the vapor (blue) ports on the distilled water tank. 
Place the tank on the scale and zero scale. 
Turn the regulator valve on the N2 tank to the left until it feels loose (This 
indicates that the regulator valve is closed). 
Open the main valve on the N2 tank. 
Slowly tum the regulator valve to the right until some resistance is detected 
(This indicates that the regulator valve is opening). 
Continue to open the regulator valve until the vacuum gage on the red stem 
reads approximately 30 psi (Water should be flowing into the test facility). 
Monitor the sight glass for water flow (Water will begin flowing from the break 
in the absorber inlet line shortly after reaching the sight glass). 
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Continue to charge the coolant side with water until confident that all air is 
purged from the system (This is indicated by a lack of entrained air bubbles in 
water at the sight glass). 
Note: The distilled water tank may require refilling during charging of the coolant side. The 
tank must be refilled if its mass drops below the number on the side of the tank. If the 
distilled water tank must be refilled close the charging inlet ball valve, refill the tank, and 
reattach the tank to the charging inlet ball valve again ensuring that air is first purged from 
the refrigerant line connecting the distilled water tank to the charging inlet ball valve. 
As water continues to flow into the drain, connect ½" line below the absorber coolant 
inlet ball valve. 
Open the ½" ball valve that is on the absorber coolant inlet line. 
Turn on the coolant pump and watch for air bubbles at the sight glass. 
Make sure that coolant side is charged to around 50-psi by opening the regulator 
vlave on the N2 tank. Use red gage on vacuum gages to determine this. 
If no air bubbles are detected, close the ball valve at the charging inlet. 
Close the regulator valve and the main valve on the N2 tank. 
Vent the distilled water tank through the vapor (blue) charging port by disconnecting 
the line at the vapor valve. 
Disconnect the refrigerant line from the Schrader valve at the coolant-charging inlet. 
Open the ½" ball valve that is in parallel with the sight glass. 
Adjust the flow through the pump bypass line until the maximum coolant flow rate is 
achieved (~7 gpm). 
Circulate coolant at this maximum flow rate for roughly 45-min to assure that the 
system will not overheat. 
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PROCEDURE 3: AMMONIA/WATER SIDE LEAK CHECK 
Connect center port on vacuum gages to the water charging quick-connect 
port using refrigerant line hose. 
Connect R-134a to red handle port on vacuum gages and open red valve. 
Connect N2 tank to blue handle port on vacuum gages (at this time leave blue 
valve closed). 
Open the ball valve on the water charging port. 
Open the stem valve on the R-134a tank letting the R-134a vapor charge the 
system to the room temperature vapor pressure of the R-134a (~30 psi). 
Close the stem valve on the R-134a tank. 
Close the red valve on the vacuum gages. 
Now open the blue valve on the vacuum gages. 
Open the main valve on the N2 tank. 
Slowly turn the regulator valve to the right until some resistance is detected 
(This indicates that the regulator valve is opening). 
Close the ball valve on the water charging port. 
Continue to open the regulator valve while monitoring the system pressure on 
the computer. 
Slowly pressurize the ammonia/water side to 145 psi (The rate of increase of 
the pressure can be varied using the regulator valve). 
Turn the regulator valve on the N2 tank to the left until it feels loose (This 
indicates that the regulator valve is closed). 
Close the main valve on the N2 tank. 
Disconnect the refrigerant line at the quick-connect. 
Check all joints, seams, and fittings for leaks using the leak seeker. 
Tighten suspect fittings. 
If no leaks are detected, release the R-134a and N2 by opening the drain 
valve or the ball valve on the water charging quick-connect port. 
Monitor the system pressure transducers on the computer until the pressure 
transducers read approximately 14 psi. Close all external valves. 
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PROCEDURE 4: AMMONIA/WATER SIDE EVACUATION 
Open all internal ammonia/water line valves. 
Connect the red stem of the vacuum gages to the water charging quick-
connect port using refrigerant hose lines. 
Connect the vacuum pump to the center stem of the vacuum gages using 
refrigerant hose lines. 
Connect the blue stem of the vacuum gages to the thermistor. 
Orient the thermistor sensor vertically with flare fitting pointing down. 
Calibrate the thermistor using the instructions located in the thermistor case. 
Note: The next two steps are only performed if the stainless 
steel braided hose is full of air. If it is full of ammonia DO NOT 
perform the next two steps. 
Connect the ammonia tank to the ammonia charging quick-connect port using 
the ammonia charging line (The valve stem on the ammonia tank should be 
closed). 
Open the ball valve on the ammonia charging port. 
Vacuum Pump Startup Procedure 
Open the gassed ballast plug on the vacuum pump. 
Turn the vacuum pump on and immediately close the gassed ballast plug. 
Open the ball valve on the water charging port. 
Cycle all valves on the ammonia/water loop (excluding the emergency drain) 
after½ hour (Repeat 3 times). All internal valves should remain in the open 
position after being cycled. 
Monitor the thermistor as the vacuum pump continues to run. 
When the thermistor reading steadies out at 150 microns, close the ball 
valve on the water charging port. (about two days time) 
Open all internal ball valves on the ammonia/water loop (Valves should 
currently be open, but this is a precautionary measure). 
Carefully disconnect the thermistor and the vacuum pump from the 
ammonia/water loop. 
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PROCEDURE 5: CHARGE AMMONIA/WATER LOOP WITH WATER 
Turn on coolant loop a few hours prior to charging so that loop is cold as possible. 
Close the red handled gate valve at the plate heat exchanger. 
Open the blue city water ball valve at the wall. 
Slowly open the gate valve at the plate heat exchanger to the desired point to 
begin cooling the coolant. 
Turn on the coolant pump and open both coolant ball valves for maximum 
flow rate (~ 7 GPM). The bypass gate valve on the coolant loop should be 
closed. 
Let coolant loop and city water temperatures reach a steady state before 
proceeding with the loop charging. (About an hour) 
Check that all internal valves on loop are open. 
Check that both drain valves and both charging valves are closed. 
Note: This is redundant if the system is in an evacuated state!!!! If this is a first 
charge with a new ammonia tank it should already be attached to the loop with its 
ball valve open. 
Fill distilled water tank with distilled water per Procedure 1. 
Connect distilled water tank to N2 tank per Procedure 2. 
Purge liquid line (blue valve) on distilled water tank with water. 
Connect the liquid line to the water inlet quick-connect. (Do this in the 
uncoupled state!) 
Couple the quick-connect to the loop. 
Place the water tank on the scale with all the lines attached per Procedure #2. 
Zero the scale! 
Slowly open ball valve at the quick-connect to input the desired amount of 
water. 
Note: The pressure introduced into the water tank to purge the line should be 
enough to charge the system with water. If more pressure is needed, close the 
ball valve at the quick-connect and slowly open N2 regulator valve. 
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Use the ball valve at the quick-connect to quickly stop the water flow when 
the desired mass is reached. 
Make sure ball valve is closed! 
Uncouple the quick connect but leave system together if more water is 
needed. 
If water charging is done separate the water and N2 tanks per Procedure 2. 
Remove water inlet ball valve handle with Allen wrench. 
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PROCEDURE 6: CHARGE AMMONIA/WATER LOOP WITH AMMONIA 
Make sure that loop is full of water and as cool as possible. 
Put on gas mask and rubber gloves! 
Make sure that lab is empty or that everyone is aware of the ammonia 
charging. 
Connect the ammonia tank to the quick connect. 
Note: If this is a first time charge the ammonia tank will already be connected to 
the loop per Procedure #3. 
Note: When coupling and uncoupling the quick-connect there will be a loss of 
about 0.1-cc of ammonia fluid. This is why it is imperative to be wearing the 
masks and rubber gloves to protect yourself. 
Place ammonia tank on the scale taped to the cardboard support box. 
Zero scale! 
Make sure that ball valve at quick-connect is closed. 
Open stem valve on the ammonia tank. 
Slowly open the ball valve at the quick-connect to put in the necessary 
amount of ammonia. 
Note: It is important that this procedure be done carefully and slowly. There 
could be localized areas of high pressure that get very hot or localized areas of 
low pressures where lines could freeze! 
Close the ball valve when you are within 20g of the desired mass of 
ammonia. 
Completely close the stem valve on the ammonia tank. 
Slowly open the ball valve again to purge the tank line of liquid ammonia. 
Close ball valve. 
If system is operational, uncouple the ammonia quick-connect. 
Remove ball valve handle with Allen wrench. 
Secure the ammonia tank with stem valve close in a safe place. 
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PROCEDURE 7: AMMONIA/WATER LOOP START-UP 
Check that all previous procedures have been done. 
Make sure that coolant and city water is flowing at desired rates and at steady 
state. 
Check that all steam lines are connected and tight. 
Check that all steam line valves (blue gate valves on yellow insulated pipes) 
are in the closed position. 
Open compressed air line with blue handled gate valve (2) to the left of the 
Fisher regulator box (1) on the south wall of the room. 
Open Fisher control box (1) and locate the small screw knob in the lower right 
corner of the box. Make sure it is rotated all the way counter-clock-wise and 
tight. 
Open blue gate valves 3, 4, & 6 to direct the variable pressure steam line to 
the desorber. 
Make sure that blue gate valve 7 is closed. 
Loosen screw knob in Fisher box and rotate the knob around the dial clock-
wise to the desired location. Tighten the screw knob. 
Note: At this point the system will start to heat up and you wi.11 hear a lot of 
popping sounds as the system and the steam lines adjust to the higher 
temperature. 
Watch the pressures and temperatures around the loop. 
Adjust the screw knob location on the dial to increase or decrease the 
pressure of the steam inside the desorber. (higher pressure = higher 
temperature) 
Monitor the liquid levels in the sight glasses. 
Make sure that the ball valves in parallel with the mass flow meters are closed 
and that the mass flow meters are on. 
When sufficient amounts of solution exist up stream of the gear pump, turn on 
gear pump to circulate fluid. 
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Once fluid is flowing make sure that the ball valve above the fluid reservoir is 
closed. 
Adjust internal ball valves around the loop as necessary. 
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APPENDIX2 
EES PROGRAM MODEL FOR ABSORPTION SYSTEM 
PROCEDURE HX(epsilon_HX,m_cold,m_hot,h_ci,h_hi,h_co_ideal,h_ho_ideal:h_co,h_ho,Q) 
END 
Q_cold_max:=m_cold*(h_co_ideal-h_ci) 
Q_hot_max:=m_hot*(h_hi-h_ho_ideal) 
Q_max:=MIN(Q_cold_max,Q_hot_max) 
Q:=epsilon_HX*Q_max 
h_ho:=h_hi-Q/m_hot 
h_co:=h_ci+Q/m_cold 
{William Dowling} 
{July 2, 1999} 
{Absorption System Design Model} 
"!Assumed Inputs Based on Pressure Graph" 
"Q_max if C_min is on cold side" 
"Q_max if C_min is on hot side" 
"Q_max possible" 
"epsilon_HX is the sol. hx. effectiveness" 
"calculation of outlet enthalpies" 
{{We want the evaporator to cool a hydronic fluid from 55°F (12.78°C) to 45°F (7.22°C).} 
{That sets the evaporator temperature to be lower than 45°F so we set the evaporator temperature to be 
40°F (4.44 °C).} 
T_16=4.44 "C" 
p_ 16=503.3 "kPa" {This sets the low pressure for the system} 
{The condenser must give up heat to 95 (35) so it must operate at 100 (37.78)} 
T_13=37.78 "C" 
p_ 13=1447.9 "kPa" {This sets the high pressure for the system} 
{We assume that there is heat input in the temperature range of 250 (121.1)} 
{So the temp in the desorber is about 240 (115.5), so T & P are respectively} 
T_4=240 "C" 
p_ 4=1447.9 
x_4=0.32 
"kPa" 
"#" 
{Set by the high side pressure} 
{Solution mass fraction set by graph at P & T} 
{Remember that the absorber must use the same air as the condeser so it too must operate around 100 
(37.78)} 
T_7=37.78 
p_7=503.3 
x_7=0.51 
"C" 
"kPa" 
"#" 
{Set by the low side pressure} 
{Solution mass fraction set by graph at P & T} 
{Now states 6 & 10 are known because} 
p_6=p_16 "kPa" 
x_6=x_4 "#" 
T_6=72.78 "C" 
p_10=p_13 "kPa" 
x_10=x_7 "#" 
T_10=76.67 "C" 
"!Condenser" 
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{From graph} 
{From graph}} 
T[21]=35 "C" 
CAT_cond=3 "C" 
{Temp of outside air that is doing the cooling in the condenser} 
{Closest the refrigerant temp will come to T[21]} 
T[13]=T[21]+CAT_cond "C" 
{x[13]=0.995 } "#" 
q[13]=0.0 "#" 
{Temp of saturated refrigerant in condenser} 
{Assumtion of vapor refrigerant mass fraction}{!REMOVE} 
{Saturated liquid state inside condenser} 
CALL TXQsi(T[13],x[13],q[13]:p[13],h[13],v[13]) 
m_dot[13]=m_dot[16] "kg/sec" 
DELTAT_sub=2 "C" {Subcooling that takes place in condenser} 
T[14]=T[13]-DEL TAT _sub 
p[14]=p[13] 
"C" 
"kPa" 
x[14]=x[13] "#" 
CALL TPXsi(T[14],p[14],x[14]:q[14],h[14],v[14]) 
m_dot[14]=m_dot[16] 
x[12]=x[13] 
p[12]=p[13] 
"kg/sec" 
"#" 
"kPa" 
q[12]=1.0 "#" {Assumption that state 12 is saturated vapor} 
CALL PXQsi(p[12],x[12],q[12]:T[12],h[12],v[12]) 
m_dot[12]=m_dot[16] "kg/sec" 
Q_dot_cond=m_dot[12]*(h[12]-h[14]) "kW" {Calculates the Q of the condenser} 
p[21]=101.3 
p[22]= 101.3 
"kPa" 
"kPa" 
T[22]=40.56 "C" {Set condenser air outlet temp} 
w_air=0.3 "#" {Air humidity} 
h[21]=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=T[21],P=p[21],w=w_air) 
h[22]=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=T[22],P=p[22],w=w_air) 
Q_ dot_ cond=m_ dot_ cond* (h[22]-h[21]) 
"!Refrigerant Heat Exchanger" 
{Calculates the air mass flow rate} 
{T[15]=T[14]-15 }"C" {Assumption for further calculations that 15 is 15°C cooler than 14}{REMOVE} 
p[15]=p[14] "kPa" 
x[15]=x[14] "#" 
{CALL TPXsi(T[15],p[15],x[15]:q[15],h[15],v[15])} 
CALL PHXsi(p[15],h[15],x[15]:T[15],q[15],v[15]) 
m_dot[15]::::m_dot[16] 
CALL TPXsi(T[17],p[15],x[15]:q15i,h15i,v15i) 
p[18]::::p[17] 
x[18]::::x[17] 
CALL TPXsi(T[14],p[18],x[18]:q18i,h18i,v18i) 
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{Used at first to find state 15 so we can get 16} 
{Used after we solve for h[15] in the procedure} 
"kg/sec" 
"kPa" 
"#" 
epsilon_rhx=.9 "#" 
CALL HX{epsilon_rhx,m_dot[17],m_dot[14],h[17],h[14],h18i,h15i:h[18],h[15],Q_dot_rhx) 
CALL PHXsi(p[18],h[18],x[18]:T[18],q[18],v[18]) 
m_dot[18]::::m_dot[16] 
"!Evaporator" 
T[19]::::12.778 
CAT_evap::::3 
T[17]::::T[19]-CAT _evap 
DELTAT_glide::::3 
T[17]=T[16]+DELTAT _glide 
"Expansion Valve" 
h[16]=h[15] 
x[ 16]=x[ 15] 
CALL PHXsi(p[16],h[16],x[16]:T[16J,q[16],v[16]) 
p[17]=p[16] 
x[17]=x[16] 
CALL TPXsi(T[17],p[17J,x[17]:q[17],h[17],v[17]) 
m_dot[17]=m_dot[16] 
Q_dot_evap=10.55 
Q_dot_evap::::m_dot[16]*(h[17]-h[16]) 
T[20]=7.22 
p[19]::::101.3 
p[20]=101.3 
h[19]=ENTHALPY(WATER,T=T[19],P=p[19]) 
h[20]::::ENTHALPY(WATER,T::::T[20],P::::p[20]) 
Q_dot_evap::::m_dot_evap*(h[19]-h[20]) 
"!Absorber" 
T[23]::::T[21] 
"C" 
"kg/sec" 
"kg/sec" 
"C" {Temp of hydronic fluid to be cooled} 
"C" 
"C" 
"C" 
"C" 
"kJ/kg" {lsentropic expansion through valve} 
"#" 
{Solves for p[16]} 
"kPa" 
"#" 
"kg/sec" 
"kW'{Set cooling load required from evaporator} 
{Finds mass flow rate of refrigerant} 
{Evaporator water outlet temperature} 
"kPa" 
"kPa" 
"kJ/kg" 
"kJ/kg" 
{Solves for the hydronic water mass flow} 
CAT_abs=3 
T[1]=T[23]+CAT_abs 
T[7]=T[1]+DELTAT _sub 
p[7]=p[18] 
q[7]=0.0 
CALL TPQsi(T[7],p[7],q[7]:x[7],h[7],v[7]) 
p[1 ]=p[7] 
x[1]=x[7] 
CALL TPXsi(T[1 ],p[1 ],x[1 ]:q[1],h[1 ],v[1]) 
m_dot[6]*h[6]=m_dot[18]*h[18]+m_dot[5]*h[5] 
m_dot[6]*x[6]=m_dot[18]*x[18]+m_dot[5]*x[5] 
p[6]=p[7] 
CALL PHXsi(p[6],h[6],x[6]:T[6],q[6],v[6]) 
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Q_ dot_abs=m_ dot[5]*h[5]+m_ dot[18]*h[18]-m_ dot[1 ]*h[1] 
m_dot[6]=m_dot[18]+m_dot[5] 
m_ dot[6]= m _ dot[?] 
{m_dot[7]=m_dot[1]} 
m_dot[1]=m_dot[2] 
m_dot[2]=m_dot[3] 
m_dot[1 0]=m_dot[3]+m_dot[8] 
m_dot[4]=m_dot[1 0]-m_dot[11] 
m_dot[5]=m_dot[4] 
m_dot[12]=m_dot[11]+m_dot[8] 
"!Pump" 
x[2]=x[1] 
p[2]=p[13] 
eta_pump=0.90 
DEL TAh_pump=v[1 ]*(p[2]-p[1])/eta_pump 
enthalpy from state 1 to 2} 
h[2]=h[1]+DEL TAh_pump 
CALL PHXsi(p[2] ,h[2],x[2]: T[2],q[2], v[2]) 
Q_dot_pump=m_dot[1]*(h[2]-h[1]) 
"!Solution Heat Exchanger" 
p[5]=p[4] 
x[5]=x[4] 
"#" 
"#" 
"kJ/kg" 
"kJ/kg" 
"kW" 
"kPa" 
"#" 
{Assumed pump efficiency} 
{Adjustment factor for the change in 
{Enthalpy of state 2} 
CALL TPXsi(T[2],p(5],x[5]:q5i,h5i,v5i) 
p[3]=p[2] 
x[3]=x[2] 
CALL TPXsi(T[4],p[3],x[3]:q3i,h3i,v3i) 
epsilon_shx=O.8 "#" 
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{Calculation of ideal h[5] based on T(2]} 
"kPa" 
"#" 
{Calculation of ideal h[3] based on T[4]} 
{Assumed solution heat exchanger efficiency} 
CALL HX(epsilon_shx,m_dot[2],m_dot[4],h[2],h[4],h3i,h5i:h[3],h[5],Q_dot_shx) 
CALL PHXsi(p[3],h[3],x[3]:T[3],q[3],v[3]) {Calculation of corrected properties for state 3} 
CALL PHXsi(p[5],h[5],x[5]:T[5],q[5],v[5]) {Calculation of corrected properties for state 5} 
"!Desorber" 
T[25]=121.11 
CAT_des=5.5 
T[4]=T[25]-CAT _des 
p[4]=p[13] 
q[4]=O.O 
CALL TPQsi(T[4],p[4],q[4]:x[4],h[4],v[4]) 
p[1 O]=p[13] 
q[1O]=O.O 
x[1 O]=x[7] 
CALL PXQsi(p[1 O],x[1 O],q[1 O]:T[1 O],h[1 O],v[1 OJ) 
T[11]=T[1O]+5 
p[11 ]=p[13] 
q[11]=1.O 
CALL TPQsi(T[11],p[11],q[11]:x[11],h[11],v[11]) 
Q_dot_des=m_dot[11]*h[11]+m_dot[4]*h[4]-m_dot[1 O]*h[1 O] 
"!Rectifier" 
q[8]=O.O 
p[8]=p[13] 
T[8]=T[11]-5 
CALL TPQsi(T[8], p[8J,q[8] :x[8], h[8], v[8]) 
m_dot[12]*h[12]=m_dot[11]*h[11]-m_dot[8]*h[8] 
m _ dot[ 12]*x[ 12]=m _ dot( 11 ]*x[ 11 ]-m _ dot[8]*x[8] 
Q_dot_rec=m_dot[11]*h(11]-m_dot[12]*h[12]-m_dot(8]*h[8] 
Q_ dot_ des+Q_ dot_pump+Q_ dot_ evap=Q_ dot_cond+Q_dot_abs+Q_ dot_rec 
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APPENDIX3 
EES PROGRAM MODEL FOR NOVEL ABSORBER DESIGN 
{William Dowling} 
{Sep. 24, 1998} 
{Absorption Research} 
{Simple Ammonia/ Water Absorber Model based on Dr. Garimella's Numbers} 
{It Calculates the needed length of tubing, then calculates pressure drop} 
"!Labeling System" 
"1 = Vapor Refrigerant" 
"2 = Dilute Solution" 
"3 = Concentrated Solution" 
"!Given Refrigerant Information" 
P _sys=8 "lb/ini12" {System Pressure} 
P[1]=P _sys "lb/inil2" {Vapor Refrigerant Pressure} 
P[2]=P _sys "lb/inil2" {Dilute Solution Pressure} 
P[3]=P _sys "lb/inil2" {Concentrated Solution Pressure} 
m_dot[1]=75 "lbm/hr" {Refrigerant Vapor Mass Flow Rate} 
m_dot[2]=m_dot[3]-m_dot[1] "lbm/hr" {Dilute Solution Mass Flow Rate} 
m_dot[3]=225 "lbm/hr" {Concentrated Solution Mass Flow Rate} 
"!Concentrations" 
X[1]=0.99{Refrigerant Vapor Concentration} 
q[1]=1.0 {Refrigerant Vapor Quality} 
X[2]=0.20{Dilute Solution Concentration} 
q[2]=0.0 {Dilute Solution Quality} 
X[3]=(m_ dot[1 ]*X[1 ]+m_ dot[2]*X[2])/m_ dot[3] {Concentrated Solution Concentration} 
q[3]=0.0 {Concentrated Solution Quality} 
PS=X[3]-X[2] {Percent Split in Concentration} 
"!Enthalpy" 
CALL PXQ(P[1],X[1],q[1]:T[1],H[1],v[1]) "Btu/lbm" {Refrigerant Vapor Enthalpy} 
CALL PXQ(P[2].,X[2],q[2]:T[2],H[2],v[2]) "Btu/lbm" {Dilute Solution Enthalpy} 
CALL PXQ(P[3],X[3],q[3]:T[3],H[3],v[3]) "Btu/lbm" {Concentrated Solution Enthalpy} 
"!Given Cooling Water Information" 
T_ci=115 "°F" {Cooling Water Inlet Temperature} 
P _H2O=60 "lb/ini12" {Cooling Water Inlet Pressure} 
V _H2O=8"gal/min" {Water Flow Rate} 
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m_dot_H2O==V _H2O*rho_H2O*CONVERT(gal-lbm/min-ft"3,lbm/hr)"lb/hr"{Water Mass FlowRate} 
c_p_H2O==SPECHEAT(WATER,T==T _ci,P==P _H2O)"Btu/lb °F" {Water Specific Heat} 
eta_H2O==VISCOSITY(WATER,T==T _ci,P==P _H2O)"Ibm/ft-hr" {Water Viscosity} 
rho_H2O==DENSITY(WATER,T==T_ci,P==P _H2O) "lbm/ft"3" {Water Density} 
"!Heat Balance" 
Q_dot_H2O==m_dot[1]*H[1]+m_dot[2]*H[2]-m_dot[3]*H[3] "Btu/hr"{Cooling Water Heat} 
Q_dot_H2O==m_dot_H2O*c_p_H2O*(T _co-T_ci) "°F" 
"!Calculation of LMTD" 
T _hi==T[2]"°F" {Dilute Solution Inlet Temperature} 
{Calculation ofT_co} 
T _ho==T[3]"°F" {Concentrated Solution Outlet Temperature} 
DEL TAT _LM==((T _hi-T _co)-(T _ho-T _ci))/LN((T _hi-T _co)/(T _ho-T _ci))"°F" 
"!Calculation of Needed Surface Area" 
U==140 "Btu/hr-ft"2-°F"{Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient} 
D_tube==((1/16)-.01 )*CONVERT(in,ft)"ft" {Stainless Steel Tube Diameter} 
L_row==5*CONVERT(in,ft) "ft" {Width & Length of Tube Rows} 
Q_dot_H2O==U*A_need*DEL TAT _LM"ft"2" {Total Surface Area Needed} 
A_need==L_need*Pl*D_tube"ft" {Total Length of Tubing Needed} 
N_tubes==L_row/(2*D_tube)"#" {Number of Tubes per Row} 
{LMTD} 
A_need==L_row*Pl*D_tube*N_tubes*N_rows "#" {Total Number of Tubes (Area)} 
NR==75 "#" {Rounded Up Number of Row} 
NTT==NR*N_tubes "#" {Rounded Up Number of Tubes} 
"!Calculation of Water Velocity & Pressure Drop in the Water Tubes" 
Np==5 "#" {Number of Passes Through Rows} 
NT==(NR/Np)*N_tubes "#" {Number of Tubes Passed Through at Once} 
A_xsec_tube==Pl*(D_tube/2)"2 "ft"2" {Cross Sectional Area of One Tube} 
A_flow==A_xsec_tube*NT"ft"2" {Total Flow Area In One Pass} 
m_dot_H2O*CONVERT(1/hr, 1/sec)==rho_H2O*U_H2O*A_flow "ft/sec"{Flow Velocity} 
Re==((U_H2O*D_tube*rho_H2O)/eta_H2O)*(3600)"#" {Reynolds Nuber for Water Flow} 
f_o==16/Re "#" {Friction Factor in Tube} 
DEL TAP==(4*f_o*((L_row*Np)/D_tube)*((rho_H2O*U_H2O"2)/2))*(1/144) 
in Tube} 
"!Flow Rate Conversions for Refrigerant" 
U[1 ]==v[1 ]*m_ dot[1 ]*CONVERT(ft"3/hr,gal/min) 
U[2]==v[2]*m_dot[2]*CONVERT(ft"3/hr,gal/min) 
U[3]=v[3]*m_dot[3]*CONVERT{ff'3/hr,gal/min) 
"lb/in"2" {Pressure Drop 
SCFH[l]=m_dot[l]*v[l] 
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APPENDIX4 
EES PROGRAM TO CALCULATE REYNOLDS NUMBER 
{Program to calculate the Reynolds Number for the acrylic models} 
{William Dowling} 
{October 19, 1999} 
PROCEDURE 
RENUMBER(M,N_tubes,rho_ 1,rho_2,rho_3,mu_ 1,mu_2,mu_3:Re[1],Re[2],Re[3],Re[4],Re[5],Re[6],Re[7],R 
e[8],Re[9],Re[1 0],Re[11],Re[12],Re[13],Re[14],Re[15],Re[16],Re[17],Re[18],Re[19],Re[20],Re[21]) 
L_model=5*CONVERT(in,ft) 
L_tubes=N_tubes*L_model 
i:=0 
repeat 
i:=i+1 
"ft" {Length of Tubes exposed inside model} 
"ft" {Total lenght of tubes exposed due to number of tubes per row} 
nu[i]=LOOKUP(i,M)*CONVERT(gal/min,ftA3/hr)"ftA3/hr"{Volumetric flow rate for fluid, recorded during tests} 
m_dot[i]=rho_ 1*nu[i] "lbm/hr" {Mass flow rate based on density obtianed from book on chemicals} 
tau[i]=m_dot[i]/L_tubes "lbm/hr-ft"{Mass flow rate per section of tubing} 
Re[i]=4*tau[i]/mu_ 1 "#" {Re based on viscosity obtained from book on chemicals} 
nu[i+ 7]=LOOKUP(i,M)*CONVERT(gal/min,ftA3/hr) "ftA3/hr"{Volumetric flow rate for fluid} 
m_dot[i+7]=rho_2*nu[i+7]"1bm/hr" {Mass flow rate based on density obtianed from book on chemicals} 
tau[i+ 7]=m_dot[i+ 7]/L_tubes "lbm/hr-ft"{Mass flow rate per section of tubing} 
Re[i+7]=4*tau[i+7]/mu_2 "#" {Re based on viscosity obtained from book on chemicals} 
nu[i+14]=LOOKUP(i,M)*CONVERT(gal/min,ftA3/hr)"ftA3/hr"{Volumetric flow rate for fluid 
m_dot[i+14]=rho_3*nu[i+14] "lbm/hr" {Mass flow rate based on density obtianed from book on chemicals} 
tau[i+14]=m_ dot[i+14]/L_tubes "lbm/hr-ft"{Mass flow rate per section of tubing} 
Re[i+14]=4*tau[i+14]/mu_3 "#" {Re based on viscosity obtained from book on chemicals} 
until (i=7) 
END 
"!Inputs for different models" 
N_ tubes_ 2=33 
N_tubes_3=17 
N_tubes_ 4=33 
N_tubes_5=23 
N_tubes_6=23 
"Density and Dynamic Viscosity from Industrial Solvants Handbook" 
rho_ 1 =981.0*CONVERT(kg/mA3,lbm/ftA3) 
rho_ 2=950 .9*CONVE RT (kg/m"3, I bm/ft"3) 
rho_3=923.0*CONVERT(kg/m"3,lbm/ft"3) 
mu_ 1 =0.0017*CONVERT{kg/m-sec,lbm/ft-hr) 
mu_2=0.0028*CONVERT(kg/m-sec,lbm/ft-hr) 
mu_ 3=0.0031 *CONVERT(kg/m-sec,lbm/ft-hr) 
CALL 
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REN UMBER(2,N_ tubes_2,rho _ 1,rho _2,rho _ 3,mu_ 1,mu_2,mu_ 3:Re~2[1 ],Re _2[2],Re _2[3] ,Re _2[4],Re _2[5], 
Re _2[6], Re _2[7],Re_2[8], Re_2[9],Re _2[1 0],Re _2[11 ],Re _2[12],Re _2[13],Re_2[14],Re_2[15],Re _2[16], Re_ 
2[17],Re_2[18],Re_2[19],Re_2[20].,Re_2[21]) 
CALL 
RENUMBER(3,N_ tubes_ 3,rho _ 1,rho _2,rho _ 3,mu _ 1,mu_2,mu_ 3:Re _ 3[1 ],Re_ 3[2],Re _ 3[3],Re _ 3[4], Re_ 3[5], 
Re_ 3[6],Re_ 3[7],Re _ 3[8],Re _ 3[9], Re_ 3[1 OJ ,Re_ 3[11 ],Re_ 3[12],Re _ 3[13] ,Re_ 3[14],Re _ 3[15],Re _ 3[16],Re _ 
3[17],Re_3[18],Re_3[19],Re_3[20],Re_3[21]) 
CALL 
RENUMBER(4,N_tubes_ 4,rho_ 1,rho_2,rho_3,mu_ 1,mu_2,mu_3:Re_ 4[1],Re_ 4(2],Re_ 4[3],Re_ 4(4],Re_ 4[5], 
Re_ 4[6],Re_ 4(7],Re_ 4(8],Re_ 4(9],Re_ 4[1 0],Re_ 4[11],Re_ 4[12],Re_ 4[13],Re_ 4[14],Re_ 4[15],Re_ 4[16],Re_ 
4[17],Re_ 4[18],Re_ 4[19],Re_ 4[20],Re_ 4(21]) 
CALL 
RENU MBER(5,N_tubes _ 5,rho _ 1,rho _2,rho _ 3,mu_ 1,mu_2,mu_3:Re _ 5(1 ],Re_ 5(2], Re_ 5(3], Re_ 5(4],Re _ 5[5], 
Re_ 5[6] ,Re _5[7], Re_ 5(8], Re_ 5[9],Re _ 5[1 0],Re _5[11 ],Re _5[12],Re _ 5[13],Re _5[14],Re _ 5[15],Re _ 5[16], Re_ 
5[17],Re_5[18],Re_5[19],Re_5[20],Re_5[21]) 
CALL 
RENU MBER(6,N_tubes_ 6,rho _ 1,rho _2,rho _3,mu_ 1,mu_2,mu_ 3:Re _ 6(1 ],Re_ 6[2],Re_ 6[3], Re_ 6(4],Re _ 6[5],Re _ 
6[6],Re_6[7],Re_6[8],Re_6[9],Re_6[1 0],Re_6[11],Re_6[12],Re_6[13],Re_6[14],Re_6[15],Re_6[16],Re_6[17],Re_ 
6[18],Re_6[19],Re_6[20],Re_ 6[21]) 
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APPENDIX5 
EES PROGRAM FOR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
{William Dowling} 
{Uncertainty Analysis for Absorption Test Loop} 
A surf=16.82 
"!Measured Data from Test Loop" 
"Ammonia/Water Side" 
m dot con=225 - - "lb/hr" {Concentrated Solution Mass Flow Rate} 
T con=120 
P_con=80 
Q_con=0 
m_dot_dil=150 
T dil=217 
P_dil=80 
Q_dil=0 
"lb/hr" {Dilute Solution Mass Flow Rate} 
m_dot_vap=m_dot_con-m_dot_dil "lb/hr"{Refrigerant Vapor Mass Flow Rate} 
T_vap=125 
P_vap=80 
Q_vap=1 
"Coolant Side" 
T ci=100 HOF" {Cooling Water Inlet Temperature} 
T co=116 
V _H2O=8 "gal/min" {Water Flow Rate} 
P _H2O=60 "lb/inA2" {Cooling Water Inlet Pressure} 
c_p_H2O=SPECHEAT(WATER,T=T_ci,P=P _H2O) "Btu/lb °F" {WATER 
Specific Heat} 
rho_H2O=DENSITY(WATER,T=T _ci,P=P _H2O) 
Density} 
m_dot_H2O=V _H2O*(60/1 )*(1/7.4805)*rho_H2O 
Flow Rate} 
"!Enthalpy Calculation" 
CALL TPQ(T_con,P _con,Q_con:x_con,H_con,v_con) 
"lb/ftA3" {WATER 
"lb/hr" {Water Mass 
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CALL TPQ(T _dil,P _dil,Q_dil:x_dil,H_dil,v_dil) 
CALL TPQ(T_vap,P _vap,Q_vap:x_vap,H_vap,v_vap) 
"!Heat Balance" 
Q_dot_vap=m_dot_vap*H_vap 
Q_dot_dil=m_dot_dil*H_dil 
"Btu/hr" {Refrigerant Vapor Heat} 
"Btu/hr" {Dilute Solution Heat} 
Q_ dot_ con=m_ dot_ con*H_ con "Btu/hr" 
Q_dot_AW=Q_dot_vap+Q_dot_dil-Q_dot_con 
Heat} 
Q_dot_cool=m_dot_H20*c_p_H20*(T _co-T _ci) 
{Concentrated Solution Heat} 
"Btu/hr" {Cooling Water 
"°F"{Calculation of T _co} 
"!Heat transfer coeffcient calculation based on average values and uncertainties" 
Q_dot_ave=(Q_dot_cool+Q_dot_AW)/2 
LMTD=LMTD(T _dil,T _con,T _ci,T _co) 
Q_dot_ave=U_ave*A_surf*LMTD 
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